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ABSTRACT

THE EFFECTS OF NONJUDGEIIEIITAL FEEDBACK ON GENDER EQUITY
IN TEACHER-STUDENT INTERACTION IN PRIMARY SCHOOL PHYSICAL
EDUCATION.

This study examined whether gender role dependent
and independent teacher behaviours could be influenced by
the provision of peer observation and nonjudgemental
feedback.

Sixteen Year 4/5 classroom teachers, eight males and
eight females were selected and divided into two groups
of eight, a control group and an intervention group.

The

teachers were provided with standardized physical
education programmes.

A total of 64 physical education

lessons were observed.

For each group of teachers two lessons were recorded
as baseline data to show established behaviour patterns.
For the rest of the study, the control group continued to
be recorded with no feedback being provided.

The intervention group was provided with the results
of analysis of their intervention, and nonjudgemental
feedback following their first and second lessons (with a
collapsed set of data).

An adaption of

ix

. ·.;.·
,_,

..,

the clinical supervision ·ystem was utilized to enable
teachers to analyse their own interaction patterns and
identify areas of behaviour that required adjustment.

In

the third lesson, they were again analysed and
conferencing provided feedback.

The fourth lesson

provided a measurement of a reinforced feedback system.

Gender stereotypic patterns of teacher behaviour
were analysed and the extent to which equity of
participation and verbal interactions in primary school
physical education classes were examined.

The findings

showed that sex integration in physical education lessons
does not elimirate gender inequity.

The teacher-student

interaction patterns disproportionately favoured boys and
disadvantaged girls, possibly contibuting to their lower
skill levels and a negative attitude towards physical
education.

The study also found that teachers were able

to effect change in their verbal interaction patterns
after they had received intervention by means of
nonjudgemental feedback and consequently became more
equitable in their interactions.

Significant differences in observed teacher
interactions with individual students and groups
established the continuance of sex inequitable patterns
of teacher-student behaviour.

The interaction categories

in which these occurred were in control/discipline, the

X

use of student ·names and the giving of instructions to
students.

Other categories relating to management and

the criticism of unsuccessful students were also shown to
be inequitable, but to a lesser extent.

The results of intervention, however, suggested that
with feedback gender biased interaction patterns could be
suspended or reduced.

Some teachers in the intervention

group, after their second conference, were able to
balance their patterns of behaviour to such an extent
that there was no evidence of biased interactions.
Others significantly lowered their biased interactions.
All teachers however, expressed a positive view towards
conferencing and felt it was a beneficial process.

They

generally felt that it was important as educators to give
all students an equitable share of their attention.
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CHAP~ER

1

IN~RODUCTION

This study examines how intervention by means of
nonjudgemental feedback to teachers affects their
interaction pa+'.terns with students in coeducational primary

school physical education lessons.

The first chapter provides a statement of the problem
and the purpose of the study.

The research questions are

stated and the instrumentation and procedures utilised in

the research outlined.

The significance of the study is

then described and finally an overview of t.he thesis is

provided.

statement of the problem

In physical education and school in general, many
achievement differences are a reflection of society's
expectations.

They are learned differences not necessarily

inherent biological differences.

On the basis of gender,

students are frequently treated differently by teachers and

1
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society alike (Boutilier & San Giovanni, 1983; King, 1988).
The gender role dependent behaviour of teachers can
therefore affect the equity of classroom life, and as a
result differential perceptions and treatment of male and
female students need to be addressed.

Teachers endeavour to provide a positive interactive
environment for all students.

From the moment the teacher

initiates a lesson, a variety of decisions are made in areas
such as discipline, interaction, teaching style and content.
Some of these decisions are likely to influence the
teacher's productivity.

Certain teacher behaviours may need

to change in order to produce a more equitable environment
for the students.

Encouraging teachers to examine the

choices they make while teaching allows them the opportunity
to evaluate those decisions and either decide to maintain
their behaviour or change it.

Intervention by means of

nonjudgemental feedback is one strategy which allows
teachers the opportunity to take control of their decisionmaking.

Gender role stereotyping and bias have received
increasing attention over the past decade from educators
within the school environment.

Research has shown that in

almost all areas of programming within schools, a consistent
pattern of gender bias and stereotyping has occurred.

These

areas include curriculum content, instructiohal mafericl'lt:i;
prog·ramming for boys and girls, ed'ucators' a'ttitudes,
staffing patterns, and vocational and persopal counselling
(Hargreaves, 1985; Hoferek, 198-2; Riordan, 1985).
addition, several studies have also made

In

a critical

analysis of sport in society and found that equal
opportunity for all participants is lacking

(Boutilier &

San Giovanni, 1983; Duquin, 1981; Theberge, 1985).

The

downgrading of women's skill levels and the perpetuation of
the myth that women are inferior has been shown in these
studies as contributing to the dominance of males in sport,
and the claim that despite increased participation levels
and equal opportunity for women, it cannot be assumed that
equal participation will mean future equality of status for
females in sport.

Safrit (1984) suggested that perceptions of women are
11

Unconsciously biased".

She questioned whether judgements

are made on the basis of actu.al performance or perceptions
of that performance.

11

If the judgements are made on

perceptions of performance, what is the basis for these
perceptions?" (p. 110).

Such perceptions, if unconscious,

can have a profound effect on teaching styles and
interaction patterns without the teacher being aware of the
behaviour. When this is considered along with the dearth of
female role models in physical education, such behaviours

'·

,-. :-

·-

•.-.'

Can -·.h;ive

a.

d~tl:-imen:tcil effect on the perceptiOns 6f femil.i:e

studelits towards the performance and achievement
requirements of physical education.

Similarly, Vertinsky (1984) stated "teachers need to
become more aware of how their stereotypic assumptions
influence their selection of teaching strategies".

She

continued, "Girls may have been socialized outside the
school to be less interested in participating and competing
in sports and physical activities" and may face "female
teachers who are more inclined to address the social, fun
aspects of sport than competitive, performance issues" (p.
429).

This contrasts with the treatment of boys who are

socialised to pursue increasing levels of performance and
may be encouraged by male teachers to be competitive and
forceful.

Theberge (1985) discussed gender differences in rates
of participation and claimed that:
A full analysis of the forms and implications
of sport as a male preserve must show the
connections between these differences and
patterns of power and domination ..• These
differences indicate women's relative exclusion
from activity that is culturally valued and
to a considerable extent publicly supported.
Public support of sport takes place in a
variety of ways including the location of
programmes in educational institutions, direct
government support through tax-incentives

', r-•'-' 5

f'or COrporate ctO·natian·s anci spo'n-So~sliip a·f
Thus, WOine·n'S _
unde·~~represEmtEltion in sp(:l'rt is ·_a·n· in.Sta:nce
of thelr unequal access to the v·alued goods
and r·e·sources of our society. (p. 194.)

eve_iitS. ·a_Dd- pro'giammeS.

Theberge concluded that sport, as a male preserve, was
an important cultural practice that contributed to the
definition and re-creation of gender inequity.

While educators recognize a need for change in the area
of gender equity, instituting that change constitutes
another problem.
analysis.

What is required is a means of behavioural

A similar need was recognized by teacher

educators at Harvard University in the 1950s.
p. 3) elaborated:

11

Smyth (1984,

Th ere was a feeling that if experienced,

as well as inexperienced, teachers were to be helped to
analyse their own teaching, and to make improvements in
classroom practices as a consequence, there had to be an
adequate support structure".

The teacher educators of the

time were searching for a way to assist teachers to gain a
measure of control over their own professional development
while enlightening them about their classroom practices.
The structure developed to answer these dual demands was
clinical supervision.

Clinical supervision has as its

underlying assumption a belief in the importance, worth and
dignity of the individual teacher, demonstrating a
willingnesS to develop Iiew skills and understandings.

' . ,_,..

...

'·_- ', ,, ·: -:·_: __:·:.- _:-':
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-It ,9ii\P~~Si~s·e_er the_ impOrta.Iice ,a£ te_eicher_s }''!():i_ki'Ii_g _ . _.. _ _:-Cibllab_Ora'tiV.E!ly. :with col·l9agueS tO·'-uriCo'\~er,..-'and· a:tteria-:·
~a·,_ ·ttie hidden m~essages _impliCit Jn _ cl,B.~·sro·pn(
_
te~9hing .•. one of- the espoused inte'iltS_ ~-f._._._cl~niC'Ed
sUperViSion is the developlnent of ·t·eache'iS _who· ·are
r~spo'nSible to their professiori and co~it~ed fo
__
imp·rovil'l:9- their own practice _thrOugh _r_~:fl_eption,_ ·with
assistance and support from others. (SmYth-, 198"4 1 p. 3)

Clinical supervision is a system which allows planned
Its objective is .to

intervention of a teacher's behaviour.

bring about improvements in classroom organization and
teacher behaviour.

Its most distinctive feature is the way

in which it invests in teachers a capacity to note those
aspects of their teaching over which they can begin to
exercise greater personal control.

By means of intervention

and nonjudgemental feedback, the teacher is provided with
timely and relevant feedback on aspects of his or her
teaching that are of interest and concern to that teacher 1
the goal being to assist the teacher to modify existing
patterns of behaviour in ways that the teacher has selected.
This collaborative etfort is conducted in a non-threatening
environment 1 allowing maximum benefit from the exercise
(Smyth, 1984).

Pu~ose

of the study

The purpose of this study was to examine how
intervention by means of nonjudgemental feedbaCk affects
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ge~deil-.

8<Jlli ty 'in- relatiOn to tEiaclier-StUdent.

-i·nt~i~ct:i;~:il

terms of gender role depEmdent and iiide!penden:t

in

teacher

behaviour in coedticationa1 .-primary schoo-l phY'sica:-1
education.

Gender role dependerit b'ehaVioUr expec'ts 1

reinforces or accepts traditional stereOtypic beihaviour in
males and females.

In addition, it discourages male and

female behaviour that is inconsistent with traditional
stereotypes.

Gender role independent behaviour encourages,

expects or reinforces female and male behaviour that is
independent of traditional stereotypes.

The study was undertaken to ascertain whether
identified stereotypic interaction patterns between teachers
and students in coeducational physical education classes in
Western Australian primary schools, could be altered by
means of intervention through nonjudgemental feedback in a
collaborative non-threatening environment.

The research

used a modified version of the Sex Role
Dependent/Independent Teacher Behaviour Observation System
(Griffin, 1980) to identify gender role dependent and
independent behaviour.

-

.. - .'.

'

This desCriptive analytic study irivei;tii]ateCl .th·e '.
e'ff.eCts of Iion]U:dgemental feedback on feaCher-studeilt
interactions with regard to gender equity in priinary Scho·oi
physical eduCation.

The question which guided the study was: Does
intervention by means of objective nonjudgemental feedback
affect gender role dependent and independent teacher
behaviour in coeducational primary school physical education
lessons?

subsidiary questions assisted in answering the above
question.
i)

These questions were:
Do male students receive a higher proportion of

verbal interactions than female students during physical
education lessons?
ii)

Does the gender of the teacher influence the

proportion of verbal interactions given to male and female
students?
iii) How does the gender of the students affect the
pattern of verbal interaction?
iv)

-Does the provision of nonjudgemental feedback to

teachers: e'nable them to make ·changes to'

th~ir

verl;)al

· in1:·er~c._t1on Pat:terns in oid'er to .make them more eqUii:B.bfe~-::_·.,_.
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:i:DstruDli3ritatioil -aD~ . proC~du:J:es-

The main focus for research into gender

stereoty~ing

amongst teachers has been on teacher attitudes rather

tb.-a.D.

identifying teacher behaviour in the classroOm (Alpers,
1977; Macaulay, 1979).

These studies assumed that the

teacher's attitude towards gender stereotyping was related
to how a teacher behaved towards male and female students.
However, in Good, Sikes and Brophy (1973) it was shown that
differential treatment of male and female students was due
to the teacher's reactions to a student's behaviour rather
than the sex of the student.

Good (1983) reported that the

research findings in classroom interactions are not always
transferable to the particular characteristics of individual
classrooms, therefore teachers find them difficult to
implement.

Teachers' self-reports and observations of

classroom behaviour are often different from theRe of the
researcher.

This could be attributed to the heavy demands

of teaching which do not allow sufficient time for selfevaluation and analysis.

Monitoring gender dependent behaviour and attitudes is
difficult for teachers especially with the use of selfreports.

They may be useful as initial consciousness-

raising instruments, but their accuracy is highly
q1,1estioriable.

-The use of a systematic behaviour observatibf_l

. "·

.

; :. ,·~'

"

..'-' ·.:,
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instrument is a· far more accurate measure of recor~ing
teacher-' student behaviours.

The interaCtioris -are recorded

by an observer Who enters the natural environment of the
school in order to identify specific behaviours between the
teacher and students.

The goal of systematic teacher

behaviour observations is to provide an accurate record of
those teacher behaviours specified for observation.

The direct observation of gender dependent or
independent teacher behaviour places the focus on the
critical point of communication of teacher expectations to
students and provides an accurate assessment of what
actually happens in the class environment (Rate, 1987).
This is in contrast to a teacher's self-report of behaviour
or attitudes, which provides only a profile of what the
teacher thinks happened in the classroom.

Griffin's (1980)

instrument was designed specifically to identify gender
dependent and independent behaviour of physical education
teachers, and therefore it was deemed to be effective as a
systematic observation instrument for this study.

The three

sections developed by Griffin were : class organization,
interaction, and language.

The data collected showed that

although the teachers did not make many gender dependent or
indepe11dent comments, discriminatory patterns of teacherstudent interactions did occur (Griffin, 1980, 19-81, 1983,
1984, 1985a, 1985b, 1985c; Rate, 1987; Owen, 1989).

:"'
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'
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In

:11

general, _boys· participated and interacted mare Wi f.li
teachers,

arid

girls particip'ated and interact'ect

ies·s,

despite a lower ratio of boys to girls within the classes.
This study will investigate if intervention by means of
nonjudgemental feedback could influence such iMbalances in
teacher-student interaction patterns.

Significance of the study

The majority of primary school physical education
classes have been coeducational for some years, but this
does not necessarily ensure gender equity.

not been sufficiently investigated.

The issue has

The expectations of

teachers of physical education for boys and girls in
coeducational classes may favour and reinforce the
participation and achievement of boys over that of girls.
In Western Australia, one study has been conducted in
coeducational physical education classes in secondary
schools (Rate, 1987), and similar research has been
undertaken in primary school coeducational phys.ical
education classes (Owen, 1989).

This study provides

information about the levels of gender dependent and
independent behaviour within physical education classes.
Such data allow the analysis of gender

stere~otypic

patterns

Of teaCher behaviour, thu's determining the exten·t to Which

i-' --
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equality of. participation and -interaction
is beirig S:chieved.

in

tho·se classe_s.

The results will be significant· if

ugender fair programmes" in physical education are achieved
as a result of teachers being made aware of ineqUitable
classroom patterns and making a commitment tO change
inequitable practices.

Awareness will be achieved by adapting the clinical
supervision system, and using it as a model to employ
intervention by means of nonjudgemental feedback to assist
teachers to analyse their own interaction patterns and
identify areas of teacher behaviour that require adjustment.
Such a programme would assist both preservice and inservice
teachers to see the benefits of utilizing an observation
instrument to analyze their own behaviours.

The subsequent

collaborative use of the clinical supervision system would
empower them to identify and control the behaviours they
perceive to require change or adjustment, while endeavouring
to minimize their weaknesses and building on their
strengths.

·.-,,

13

Thesis overview

The purpose of this study was to examine how
intervention by means of nonjudgemental feedback affects
gender equity in relation to teacher-student interaction in
terms of gender role dependent and independent teacher

behaviour in coeducational primary school physical
education.

In the second chapter a review of the literature
relevant to teaching styles which encourage gender role
stereotyping, systematic observation instruments and
clinical supervision is presented.

The third chapter

describes the methodology of the study and includes details

of the modified systematic teacher behaviour instrument used
in the analysis.
results.

Chapter four consists of data analysis and

The final chapter includes a summary of the

problem and the results, discusses the implications of the
study and provides suggestions for further research.
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REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

The participation levels and interest in sport of girls
and women has received increasing attention in the
literature in recent years.

Comparisons have been made

between the participation and interest levels of males and
females in sport, both in the school system and society in
general.

This has led to a push from female sports

educators for increased attention by both society and the
education system to encourage the participation of girls in
sport (Hall, 1984; Marburger, 1987;

O'Brien, 1987).

Gender stereotyping is an issue which has received
attention as a possible cause for the negative attitude and
lack of participation of girls in physical education.

This

issue has been of greater interest since the inception of
coeducational classes in secondary school physical
education.

There has been limited reported research in the

area of teacher behaviour in this connection in education,
though there is considerable evidence to suggest that gender
stereotyping does exist.

14
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This literature review examines the research on
teaching styles and attitudes which encourage or discourage
gender stereotyping, describes attempts to address gender
stereotyping by teachers, discusses systematic teacherstudent behaviour observation, and examines clinical
supervision as an intervention method in order to elicit
changes in teacher behaviour.

Gender stereotyping: Attitudes and teaching styles

Behaviour is continually constrained by gender
stereotyping, which coerces an individual to conform to and
avoid behaviours that violate cultural norms of femininity
and masculinity.

This is the basis of gender schema theory,

and a number of studies have been undertaken to support the
theory and demonstrate the limitations that are placed on an
individual's decision-making by sex stereotyping (Bern, 1975,
1981; Bern & Lenny, 1976; Bern, Martyna, & Watson, 1976;
LaFrance, 1981; LaFrance & Carmen, 1980; Lippa, 1978;
Matteo, 1986, 1988).

"Some feminists have argued that since

societal values and structures have been defined in malerelevant terms and experiences, women are forced to function
in a world that celebrates and rewards male values" (Blinde
1989, p. 37).

This alienates some women, as they perceive a

contradiction between what they are taught and what they see
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reflected in institutions and their own experience.
Feelings such as value discrepancies, conflict, and selfestrangement are characteristic of this alienated state.
Blinde suggested that as sports programmes are defined and
shaped by men's values, their understanding of the world,
and their experiences, women are alienated from the sporting
experience.

Thus the "male sport model represents an

alienating ideology for women, an ideology lacking authentic
meaning in women's lives 11 •

Birrell and Richter, (cited in

Blinde, 1989) advocated a redefining of sport by women so

that it focuses "upon the values and lived experiences of
females" (p. 37).

A variety of social problems are being encountered with
the increase in female participation in sport.

Lackey

(1990) stated "practices viewed as negative by many are now
occurring in female sports as well as male 11 (p. 26).

He

advocated an examination of the ethics in sport commenting:
11

Society has tended to place sports on a pedestal and has

been inclined to overlook practices of a negative nature 11
(p. 26).

While improper relationships between coaches and

female athletes are not widespread they do occur.

As a

social issue Lackey suggested the tolerance of unethical
behaviour

11

should be identified and addressedn (p. 26).

Thus a redefining of sport to include the contribution of
sportswomen would require the examination of ethics in sport
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and a possible adjustment to the behaViour of male sports
coaches and instructors.

Any redefining of sport involves the educational
system.

Therefore the studies of teacher attitudes toward

gender stereotyping are relevant to this study becduse it is
evident from available research that gender stereotyping and
bias exists in schools jn general, and in physical education
in particular (Bain, 1985; Duquin, 1981; Soutar, 1979).

Pewtress (1987) suggested that girls are not encouraged
to be involved in sport because it is seen primarily as a
male pursuit.

Therefore females cease playing sport because

they do not see it as an appropriate endeavour.

Physical

activities are classified by children as sex-appropriate,
each sex bringing different expectations to the physical
education lessons.

Boys at a very early age dominate active

play and space in the playground, while girls fall behind in
ball skills through lack of practice (Williams, 1989).

"In

game situations boys tend to dominate the setting and
determine the pace and direction of the game being
played ... though they seem no more knowledgeable or able than
the girls" (Evans, 1989, p. 84).

Gender stereotyping is

seen as having negative effects on students and teachers and
may be an underlying cause for girls' lack of interest and
participation in physical education.

Some studies have

18

investigated the effect of gender stereotyping and support
this assumption.

Hoferek (1978) found that teachers have stereotypical

attitudes towards activities they favour in coeducatipnal
classes.

Evans (1989, p. 84) stated "teachers may be

inadvertently or unthinkingly creating the conditions which
still leave some of the children, either psychologically or
physically swinging with indifference from the goalmouth
crossbar 11 •

Browne examined physical education textbooks for

gender bias and discovered "subtle inferences pervading
teaching practices and resources 11 •

She concluded that the

resources consistently ignored or minimised "the existence
or importance of females in sport", and urged teachers and

lecturers producing resource materials to

11

Critically

examine their materials with regard to gender equity 11 (1990,
p. 6).

Similarly, Williams (1989, p. 178) suggested that

stereotypical attitudes extend to classroom organization
stating:
It should be remembered that many aspects of classroom
practice, over and above the actual lesson content may
affect the perceptions which girls and boys have of
different curriculum activities. Requests for help
with apparatus in PE from 'a couple of strong boys'
have little logic in a class of prepubescent children
where the strongest children in the class are quite
likely to be female.

:.. ;-.:_ :-
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Hoferek ( 1982) examined the attitude of tea·cherS towitrd
the place of women in society and hOW it .related to their
attitude toward the participation of girls and boys in
coeducational classes.

If they were more liberal-minded

regarding the role of women in society, they had a more
favourable attitude towards the participation of students of
both sexes in coeducational classes.

Another study by

Vertinsky (1984) found that teachers firstly need to become
more aware of how their stereotypical assumptions influence
their selection of teaching strategies.

Her findings

suggested that male physical educators focused on discipline
and well-specified goals, while female teachers avoided the
use of ,forceful discipline and endorsed broader, more
diffused goals.

Vertinsky opined "These differences in

strategic preferences are hardly conducive to bridging the
gender performance gap in physical education 11 (p. 429).

The

study showed that girls may face teachers who are more
inclined to address the social-fun aspects of sport rather
than competitive performance issues, whereas boys were
encouraged to pursue higher levels of performance in sports
and were oriented towards being more competitive and
forceful.

Vertinsky concluded that matching teachers and

students on the basis of sex may not be in the best
interests of either boys or girls and suggested that
coeducational classes should be persevered with as a remedy
for the sex gap.
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Tiaditionall}r, sport and physical edUcation has b~en·
associated with the male gender stereotype.

AS. a result,

gender bias in sport arid physical education is perhaps more
blatant and resistant to change than in other school
programmes.

Jobling and Macdonald (1987) supported this

idea by saying that being good at sports seemed to be an
attribute ranked highly for males by both males and females,
but was ranked vert low for females by both males and
females.

As a result women and girls lack confidence in

physical activity and often attribute their success to luck
rather than their own ability.

This assumption is supported

by Dyer (1982), whose findings showed a positive
relationship between feelings of physical competency or
well-being and physiological well-being in sportswomen.

In 1972, legislation was introduced in the United
States of America requiring all classes to be sex integrated
(Title IX of the Education Amendments Act).

However, there

is evidence that despite legislation and community attitude
changes, the outlook for female participation in sport is
deteriorating.

Felder and Wishnietsky (1990, p. 8)

highlighted a reduction in the number of female physical
education teachers and coaches in the United States and
examined the incidence of
experienced.

11

burnout and role conflictn they

This decline in female physical education

21

teachers has iinpliCations for the participation of girls· in

sport because of the lack of female role models.

In Western Australia, the Equal opportunity Act (1984)

was instituted by the Government making it unlawful for an
educational authority to discriminate against a student on
th'e grounds of the student's sex.

This has meant that some

physical education teachers in Western Australia have now
developed coeducational physical education programmes.

The

legislation is such that it has not enforced this change,
but there is a general awareness of the need for equal
opportunity in all areas of education.

Therefore physical

education teachers have been encouraged to offer similar
curricula to girls' and boys' classes, and have increasingly
scheduled coeducational classes.

The rationale behind this

change to coeducational classes is that it will assist the
elimination of gender bias in physical education.

There has been considerable debate as to the
interpretation and intent of this legislation in physical
education in Australia.

Browne (1986) first alerted

teachers to the legislation and discussed its implications.
Further, Browne (1988) discussed the issue with regard to
equality in assessment in coeducational classes leading to
replies from Burden (1988), Dyer (1988), Paddick (1988),
Evans (1989) and Macdonald (1989).

The issue showed that

22

c09ctub~tiorial physical education .is o'f concern· tO p'bysiccll
classroom teachers, and to society in geii9rci1.

educators,

In addition, investigations into skill acquisition an4
attitudes of males and f~Males in integrated and segregated
physical education classes had reported insignificant or
conflicting results (Iso-Ahola, 1979; Lopez, 1987).

critics of coeducation point to the larger issues
suggesting

11

sex segregation [or integration] is not in

itself a substitute for the fundamental reforms in the
curriculum and the environment for schooling 11 and that
"policies fail to address the central issue in educational

discrimination, that of the education system reflecting the
sexist ideologies deeply imbedded in the wider social
context'' (Macdonald 1989, p. 129).

Brown, Frankel and

Fennell (1989) found that girls who received increasing
support for their participation in sport primarily from
family and friends had stronger patterns of continuity than
their peers who lacked this support.

They did however

suggest that additional studies were required to establish
and define the role that teachers and coaches play in the
participation of girls in sports.

Evans (1989) proffered

potentially more disturbing concerns with coeducational
classes stating that it may

11

not be the best or only way of

bringing boys and girls together; indeed it may be highly
insensit.ive to the cultural values and interests of some
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catE~~ciries of Children (for example Asian girls) 11 an iSsue
Macdonald (.1989) touched on when she ask9d

11

HoW do .we

compensate for Muslim girls who find it distressing to
perform alongside boys in many physical activities?"
(p. 12).

A study by Lopez (1987) also raised questions about the
accuracy of the assumption that mixed sex physical education
classes eliminate gender bias.

She observed mixed sex

physical education classes in junior high school.

These

children were first year pupils in their first term.

She

found in activities such as swimming, the pupils mixed well
as they were used to engaging in mixed swimming in their
leisure time.

It was a neutral activity, which was not

considered either· masculine or feminine.

However, in

activities such as hockey or gymnastics the abilities of the
children were quite pronounced.

Boys with greater skill

levels did not want girls in their team because they were
not sufficiently skilled.

on the other hand, if the girls

did not fit the feminine stereotype and were better than the
boys, in activities such as gymnastics, the boys became
self-conscious and would not try a new skill.

Scott and

West (1990) reported similar findings with both sexes
enjoying activities such as swimming, but more girls than
boys enjoying gymnastics and dance and boys preferring the

24

otitdoo'r actiVities.

They also found 10% more boys than

girls listed physical education as the'ir favourite subject.

Macdonald (1989) stated that student attitude towards
coeducational classes was ambivalent.

She found 56% of both

girls and boys agreed "that physical education was. not as
much fun when it was in single sex classes" ( p. 6) .

While

boys preferred not to be with the girls for the majority of

sports listed on a questionnaire, girls were happy to
perform with boys except in stereotypically female and male
activities such as gymnastics and football.

It appeared

that while the students believed coeducational groups were
more fun, they felt the gender stereotypic activities were
more effectively taught in single sex groups.

In primary school, physical education coeducational
groups have always existed but Ignico (1989) noted that
"numerous studies and reports have consistently demonstrated
that teachers have gender-differentiated behaviour patterns,
that is, they teach boys and girls differently or have
varied expectations for them" (p. 23).

As a result the

literature has shown the desirability of coeducational
physical education, but has identified many of the problems
associated with its implementation .
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In ·another study conducted .by SOlomons ( 1977), With
primary school children in their fifth year, it was found
that sex was a salient factor of differentiation among
students in physical education classes.

She found the girls

were left out of games' interactions by the boys.

This

occurred even when the girls displayed greater skill levels
than the boys.

In fact, both boys and girls regarded boys

as more highly skilled even when girls were identified as
more skilled in objective tests.

When girls were included

in skilled game play, they tended to give scoring
opportunities away to the boys.

Another important

observation noted by Solomons was that teachers of physical
education had different expectations for boys
and girls.

Boys were praised for their performance, where

as girls were praised for their effort.

De Voe (1991) found that differential treatment of male
and female students occur with boys being the targets for
more non-nurturant behaviour from their teacher.s.

They were

more noticeable than the girls and they had generally
stronger modifying effects upon teacher behaviour.

The male

students received more behaviours associated with giving
directions and criticizing or justifying authority than the
female students.

Therefore the investigation con'cluded that

there may be differences in teacher behaviour patterns in
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primary school physical education classes

base~

upon-StUderit

sex.

The above findings support many assertions about
coeducational classes.

They have found that teacher

behaviour can reinforce differential expectations of boys
and girls in physical education.

Also, these observed

differences are consistent with traditional views of male
and female stereotypes in society.

Merely integrating

children into coeducational physical education classes is
not enough to eliminate gender bias.

Evans (1989 1 pp. 9)

stated:
One can only applaud the arrival of Equal Opportunity
legislation which may help ensure that boys and girls
receive at least the right to a common PE
curriculum ... simply opening up access for boys and
girls to a common range of physical activities does
little to alter the traditional, stereotyped
conceptions which they hold towards themselves and each
other.

Finally, teacher behaviour may be the crucial element
in either perpetuating or eliminating gender stereotyping
and bias in physical education.

The development of teacher

strategies to address these problems of gender bias in
coeducational classes is recommended.

uTeachers, therefore,

need to constantly reappraise their own teaching to make
sure that mixed sex grouping becomes mixed sex teaching as
we11n (Turvey

&

Laws, 1988, p. 255).

-·'
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Gender-- stereOtyping: Attempts to address the isSue

Unlike their American counterparts, Australian teachers
have received little practical assistance in the yea'rs since

the promulgation of the Sex Discrimination Act (1984) in
Australia.

While there has been considerable debate over

the implications of the legislation, there has been little
attempt to interpret the legislation meaningfully for the
Australian teacher.

unlike the American system, the

education administrators across Australia have lagged behind
in producing manuals and guides to assist the teacher
struggling to interpret and implement the legislation.

One

of the few resources made available to teachers is the paper
of practical suggestions presented by Dr Rob Sands to the
Geelong Granunar Staff Conference

The

11

Science" of Self-

Esteem in the Phys-Ed/Sport Settings: Some Practical
Strategies (1988).

The paper outlined practical suggestions

for teachers to assist them to design programmes which
monitor all students in the class and attempt to eliminate
gender stereotyping.

These programmes also attempt to

maximize skill practice, individual practice time, and
enable self-perceived or actual improvement to be identified
by the teacher.

It further discussed practical

teacher/coaching strategies in the categories of class
organization; teacher;coach-student interaction and
cognitive techniques.

The main emphasis of the programmes

'
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was to improve children's self-esteem, promote a positive
attitude by highlighting improvement related to past
performances and linking this with effort and a need to
promote non-stereotypic attitudes in all areas of physical
education teaching.

A video was produced entitled When

Girls Play and explanatory and discussion notes were

prepared by Sands (1989).

This video features positive

views of activity, girls and school programmes.

It provides

insight into the gender stereotyping issue and acts as an
instructional discussion model in areas such as developing
equitable conditions for girls in primary and secondary
schools; assessing the value of coeducational versus single
sex activity sessions; arranging extra school activity
programmes; and quality of instruction in order to produce
beneficial social outcomes for girls.

By contrast, there has been a proliferation of
programmes and materials designed to address gender role
stereotyping among teachers in the United States of America
since 1972, following the implementation of Title IX of the
Education Amendments Act.

The Women's Education Equity Act Program (WEEAP)
developed a planning manual, The Equity in Physical
Education Planning Manual (1980), for administrators and
physical educators to help them design physical education
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programmes which assure equal opportunity for females in
physical education.

Other manuals such as Complying with

Title IX of the Education Amendments Act of 1972 in Physical
Education Amendments Act of 1972 in Physical Education and
High School Sports Programs (1976), Title IX and Physical
Education: A Compliance Overview (1976) and Implementing
Title IX in Physical Education and Athletics: Application
Book for Physical Activity Specialists (1978), designed to
interpret Title IX guidelines, were also developed by The
American Alliance of Health, Physical Education, Recreation
and Dance, to help administrators, teachers and coaches in
physical education and athletics.

In addition to the planning manual that WEEAP has
produced, there has also been a teacher handbook and seven
modules developed which helps teachers address sex
discrimination in physical education.

Introduction to

Stereotyping and Discrimination (1981), sex Role
Stereotyping and its Effects (1981), Biological Sex
Differences (1981),

Introduction to Title IX (1981),

Curriculum Development (1981), Teacher Behaviour (1981), and
Student Performance Evaluation (1981), are examples of these
projects.

All focus on one or more of the following areas:

increasing teacher understanding and awareness of gender
stereotyping and its effects; defining gender stereotyping
in society; providing teachers with an understanding of the
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biological myths relating to gender bias; identifying
curriculum materials designed for

stud~nt

use; procedures

and attitudes which perpetuate gender stereotyping; and
eliminating teacher behaviour which promotes gender
stereotyping.

However, no actual teacher behaviour

observation techniques were used to evaluate teacher
behaviour change in the classroom.

Project Missing Link was another WEEAP development and
Arrighi, Chrietzberg and McKnight (1981) were extensively
involved in field testing these materials.

The field

testing phase involved 172 preservice education teachers.
The instructional materials focused primarily on the
application of teaching approaches and behaviour that were
gender fair as well as educationally sound.

To enable

teachers to respond to the problems that limit gender
equity, three components were built into each instructional
unit; knowledge of gender biased behaviour; awareness of
gender stereotypic behaviour in the classroom; and
application of the appropriate actions to promote gender
fair behaviour.

As a consequence of this project,

instructional materials were re-evaluated to include more
emphasis on instructional approaches and teaching behaviours
and less attention to background information on equity
issues.

It was recommended that the content of the

instructional material needed to assimilate new knowledge

about gender equitable teaching· prcic'tices in' a:t·der to .better
prepare future physical education teachers.

The link

between knowledge, attitudes and: the actual implenlentB.tion
process in school physical education cla·sses is a topic thclt
warrants further investigation.

Bunker (1987) described many strategies that coaches
can use to encourage girls and boys to participate in sports
together.

She offered suggestions on how sports teachers

can provide quality coeducational experiences and adjust
activities to allow for a wide range of skill and
motivational levels in sex integrated classes.

However, the

handbook does not specifically address gender stereotyping
among physical education teachers.

The teacher education programmes and materials that
have been examined here are representative of attempts made
by educators, interested in gender stereotyping and bias, to
address the problem.

The programmes and materials rely

heavily on self-evaluation and reports of teachers, attitude
inventories, or checklists to describe teacher behaviour and
attitudes towards gender stereotyping and bias.

They depend

to a large extent on self-appraisal and evaluation in an
area that requires a change in behaviours and attitudes to
comply with the current sex discrimination laws.
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~nde·r stereotypiJig· : systemat·ic .teBcher -beliaViOUr
obserV-ation and teac-her b-eh8Vi0Ur chan'!J~S

"A teacher's primary objective is to facilitate student
learning.

Teachers must choose what they do in the

teaching-learning process based on their knowledge of that
process 11 (Rink, 1985, p. xixi).

Teachers are thus obliged

as responsible professionals to choose to utilize teaching
skills that assist all their students to learn effectively
and equally.

Throughout their professional lives teachers

need to decide whether to assimilate or reject new concepts,
techniques and developments.

Decisions need to be made by

teachers, with a clear understanding of their own teaching
style, strengths, weaknesses and biases.

Such knowledge and

understanding is only gained by a careful examination of
their teaching, preferably with the assistance of a
colleague. A variety of observation instruments have been
designed to assist this exercise.

They can be used by the

individual teacher or collaboratively with a colleague.

For example, systematic teacher behaviour observation
systems have been utilized by researchers to identify the
differences in behaviour between male and female teachers
and male and female students (Good, Sikes, & Brophy, 1973).
These researchers identified the frequency patterns and type
of teacher interactions with female and male students.
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DiffeieDi:iated 'teaCher interaction \'lith .female and itla:1e
s-tudents w·a·s identified as an important part of deScribing
teacher gender stereotypical behaviour.

The patterns

revealed in these studies showed consistent differential
teacher interaction between boys and girls.

Good, Sikes and

Brophy demonstrated in their research that boys received
more attention in lessons than girls.

The observations

revealed that teacher disapproval occurs more often with
boys than girls.

The boys were much more active and

aggressive and therefore received more frequent teacher
interactions.

The girls however, were more passive than the

boys, behaviour encouraged by the teacher, thereby receiving
less frequent attention.

Gender-related differences have been identified in a
variety of curriculum areas through the use of observation
instruments.

Several examples are found in Wilkinson and

Marrett (1985) including the use of a system to evaluate
autonomous learning behaviour in mathematics and a studentteacher interaction observation system in science,
curriculum areas that are normally considered maledominated.

Eccles and Blumenfeld (cited in Wilkinson and

Marrett, 1985) asked "What role do teachers play in
perpetuating sex differences in math attitudes? 11 and
continued "Our data (obtained through the use of observation
systems) suggest that general classroom climate may play an
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Coriclu'ded· that ce:Ctain class-room enviro'nment_S' may f~~ilitate·
learnin·g for boys and inhibit learning foi- gii:'ls.

Similarly, Young and Wyman ( 1982) ut11-ized a s-cientific

observation system to examine teacher-student intera·ctions.
They found that

11

teachers made more academic contact with

girls in reading and boys in math, teachers spent more
cognitive time with girls in reading and boys in math, and
teachers consistently made more managerial contacts with
boys than girls".

Initially, academic differences were not

significant, however by the end of the academic year,

11

sex

differences were found ... in reading achievement 11 (p. 3).

Generally, teaching research in education has
outstripped research in physical education by as much as 10
years.

Nevertheless much is being done in the area of

physical education and the imbalances are being addressed.
In the past decade, research has been accomplished with the
development and utilization of systematic observation
instrumentation systems to assist the collection of data on
teacher and pupil behaviours in physical education classes.
Although such systems necessarily focus on only small parts
of the complex and interrelated system of teaching they do
enable the isolation of particular components for detailed
examination.

The Academic Learning Time-Physical Education

'
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Ob.SerVatiOli System, IiJ.tenlCtion Arla:lysis- Sys':te·ms/ ancl
Obs·e'rVat_.io'nal ·tools have b_een used

by

researcherS to; ass·i~t

thiS advancement in research (Luke, 19-89).

Studies in secondary physical education classes have
been conducted by Bain in Chicago (Bain, 1975; 1976) and
Houston (Bain, 1978) using systematic observation to
describe regularities of teacher behaviour and class

organization which communicate values and norms to students.
Bain (1985) asserted that research on teacher expectations
in physical education indicated that the teacher's
perceptions of students are influenced by sex, appearance
and perceived effort and that these expectations ini:luence
the interactions between teacher and student in a way that
is consistent with the teacher's expectations.

The research

indicated that there are patterns of behaviour which emerge
in physical education lessons which can be interpreted as
emphasising achievement, autonomy, privacy, orderliness,
universalism and spec1ficity.

Differences were also shown

to exist in the experiences of male and female students,
suburban and urban students, athletes and physical education
students.

In South Australia, research was carried out with
primary school children and a systematic observation
instrument developed to help teachers of physical edUcatiOn
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becOme· m'OZ.e aware of Whether prefe_rential trea:tmerlt. ex··i~fted

iri their clas·ses.

The research found tha:t boYs

co'nSiSt::~_nt:ly

received Preferential treatment 1 with few exceptions 1
especially during the warm-up phase of the lesson when
motivation for what is to come is a key factor.

This

altered the teachers' perceptions of their effectiveness to
the point where they were conscious of giving more quality
attention to the girls, apparently eliminating gender bias
in their teaching.

In response to the need for observation instruments, a
considerable number of systems have been developed.
system

Each

assists the collection of data on teacher and pupil

behaviours.

Although such systems necessarily focus on only

small parts of the overall complex and interrelated system
of teaching, they do enable the isolation of particular
components for detailed examination.

Each is characterized

by its own focus, for example the Flanders Interaction
Analysis System (FIAS) is designed for observing, recording
and analyzing verbal behaviour only.

The Cheffers

Adaptation of the Flanders Interaction system (CAFIAS)
includes nonverbal human behaviour, descriptions of class
structures, variety of teaching agencies and elaboration of
pupil response behaviour.

To study the interaction between

the teacher/coach and a particular student/athlete a further
adaptation of CAFIAS was developed, The Dyadic Adaptation of
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Lecture system ,('BAKE) was designed to descriP-e--- t·ea~~~r.·

iecture behaviour which is strongly predoMinant in
classroom, by expanding CAFI-AS.

AllOther apprcia;ch
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designed to quantify and categorize verbal and nonverbal
behaviours directed to individual students.

This approach

developed by Lewis (1978) is known as Individualized Teacher
Behaviour Analysis System (ITBAS).

These teacher behaviour

observation systems can be either specifically applied to
one student or the whole class (Darst, Mancini, & Zakrajsek,
1983; Darst, Zakrajsek, & Mancini, 1989).

In order to identify gender stereotypic teacher
behaviour more effectively in physical education lessons, an
instrument was developed by Griffin (1980) specifically for
this purpose.

This systematic observation instrument

provides a more complete and accurate picture of teacher
gender related behaviour than is presented by either the
studies of differential teacher interactions with females
and males, or teacher self examinations.

These types of

instruments have been demonstrated to be most effective in
facilitating change in teacher behaviour and providing
accurate descriptions of classroom events.

The use of systematic teacher behaviour observation
instruments can provide physical education teachers and
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teacher educators with' an increased awareness of teacher
behaviour related to sex equity in physical education
classes.

Strategies which identify and change teacher

behaviour within gender equitable physical education
programmes, and identify and reinforce teacher behaviour
that encourages gender equitable student participation, need
to be implemented (Griffin, 1981).

A further study in primary schools utilizing the Sex
Role Dependent/Independent Teacher Behaviour Observation
Instrument was conducted by Griffin (1983) with sixth and
seventh grade gymnastics classes and she found that
students' behaviour revealed patterns of differentiation
based on sex.

Serious participation in specific gymnastic

events was governed by perceived gender appropriateness of
the event.
11

Generally, boys only interacted with girls to

hassle 1' them.

Girls generally only interacted with boys

when responding to being hassled.

Among boys, interactions

tended to be physical, combative, public, clown-like, and
hassl1ng girls.

In contrast to those of the boys, the

girls' interactions were verbal, cooperative, private,
serious, and in response to the harassment of the boys.
This affected the participation levels in the lesson,
resulting in boys' participation in

11

girl-appropriaten

events being either frivolous or reluctant and girls'
participation in

11

boy-appropriate 11 events being either
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exploratory or reluctant.

Students segregated thernse1 veis

according to sex which helped to reinforce sex
differentiation in both participation and· interactions.

Griffin (1984) used the Sex Role Dependent/Independent
Teacher Behaviour Observation Instrument along with formal
interviews and informal discussions with physical education
teachers to conduct a study which identified girls'
participation patterns in a middle school team sport unit.
Coeducational classes were observed resulting in six styles

of participation levels being identified including
"athlete", "Junior varsity player",
fatale",

11

11

cheerleader 11 , "femme

lost soul", and "system beater".

Observations

revealed that the majority of the girls were classified in
varying degrees as

11

and

As these categories were classified as

11

lost souls 11 •

Junior Varsity players 11 ,

11

cheerleaders 11

nonassertive behaviours, it is accurate to say that
nonassertive sport behaviour was typical for most girls in
the team sport activities observed.

Teachers, who were made

aware of these participation patterns in their female
students, could help them become more assertive, thereby
increasing their confidence levels in order to increase
their enjoyment of physical education.

Griffin (1985) conducted a similar study utilizing the
Sex Role Dependent/Independent Teacher Behaviour Observation
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System, in girls' and boys' participation styles, concluding
that to

11

depend only on student gender to describe

generalized participation patterns or to predict interest
and ability in team sports can ignore the diversity of
participation among students in physical education classes,
placing artificial expectations on some students, and
artificial limitations on others 11 (p. 8).

In a study investigating teachers' perceptions of, and
responses to, gender equity problems in a middle elementary
school physical education programme, Griffin (1985) again
used teacher behaviour observation as well as teacher
interviews and informal discussion.

The study raised

questions about the process of implementing coeducational
physical educational classes.

She noted teachers'

expressions of frustration regarding the lack of inservicing
on the changes, and inadequacy of teacher input into the
legislative decisions being made in the area of curriculum
change.

Rate (1987) used the Sex Role Dependent/Independent
Teacher Behaviour Observation Instrument developed by
Griffin (1980) to observe physical education lessons in
secondary schools in Western Australia.

She found that

teachers do exhibit gender dependent and independent
behaviours in coeducational physical education classes, a
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finding consistent with that of Griffin.

Boys participated

more than was expected and teachers interacted with them
more often.

Also, boys were favoured on the variables of

"control" and "participation", while teachers more
frequently interacted with girls on the variable "encourages
unsuccessful performance".

Therefore, offering

encouragement to girls more than boys for unsuccessful
performance is likely to reinforce lower levels of skill
performance and perpetuate gender stereotyping of girls in
physical education lessons.

A similar study was conducted by Owen (1989) in Western
Australian primary schools utilizing the Sex Role
Dependent/Independent Teacher Behaviour Observation
Instrument in the modified form recommended by both Griffin
(1980) and Rate (1987).

In this study the participation

patterns of boys and girls were similar, but boys interacted
with the teachers more than was expected.

In contrast

teachers interacted with girls less than was expected.

In

some categories such as control/discipline, criticizing
unsuccessful students, and the use of student demonstrators,
interaction varied from the expected by as much as 30%.
Boys received the bulk of interactions in the
control/discipline category and student demonstrator.
Interactions favouring girls were few and the differences
were minor.
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student gender stereotypic behaviour does not necessarily
change as a consequence of integrating boys and girls in
physical education classes.

Using the modified Sex Role Dependent/Independent
Teacher Behaviour Observation Instrument, the findings of
McBride (1990) concurred with other similar studies.

While

he found no evidence of boys receiving more attention than
girls, he found that boys did record more incidents of
discipline than did girls, and that female teachers provided
their students with more management interaction.

In the

language category, male students typically received more
attention and response from teachers than female students.
This finding is in accord with other similar research
findings.

While McBride was encouraged by the results of his
study, stating

11

the results represent an encouraging

indicator for gender equity in the psychomotor setting.
Perhaps sex role stereotyping is not quite as rampant in the
gymnasium as is generally assumed 11 , he also cautioned
against over-confidence.

He stated:

This is not to suggest, though, that nothing else need
be done ... If a truly equitable learning environment is
to be obtained, more strategies are needed ..• more
studies are warranted on sex typing and potential
long-term effects on students. Only when the accrued
effects of gender typing are understood can effective
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teaching practices be implemented to eliminate all sex
typing in physical education. (p. 260)

In any teacher education programme which is related to
the issue of gender equity, the assumption is that teachers
believe in fairness and want to be as fair and effective as
possible in the classroom.

Therefore physical educators

need to be informed of whether there are gender stereotypic
patterns in their classes, thereby affording them the
opportunity to be personally committed to changing these
patterns if they exist.

Also specific suggestions on how to

change these patterns need to be provided.

At both the

preservice and inservice levels, teacher behaviour can be
observed with the systematic observation instrument and
teachers can be guided in their attempts to address the
problem of gender equity.

The identification of gender

related behaviour of teachers of physical education within
coeducation classes in this study is a starting point for
those who must contend with the problems of equity in
physical education.

Clinical supervision and intervention

The identification of gender role stereotypic teacher
behaviour can be accomplished using an observation system.
The adaptation or correction of such behaviour is more
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easily accomplished through collaboration, which identifies
biases not perceived by the subject-teacher.

The assistance

of a colleague through intervention techniques allows the
behaviours to be isolated and suggestions for adjustments to
be brainstormed.

The utilization of nonjudgemental feedback

allows the development of strategies to assist the teacher
to exercise greater personal control over his or her
teaching behaviours.
The implicit rationale of clinical supervision is that
teaching processes can be improved when the teacher is
provided with timely and relevant feedback on aspects
of teaching that are of interest and concern to that
teacher ••• The goal is to assist a teacher to modify
existing patterns of instruction in ways the teacher
has selected. (Smyth, 1984, p. 5)

Smyth elaborated stating that clinical supervision is a
one-to-one, face-to-face process, resulting from a "close
and intimate professional relationship".

It is an

"interactive encounter between two colleagues who are
collaborating in the analysis of data about their own
teaching in order to extract meaning and understanding"
(p. 5).

Acheson and Gall (1987, p. 3) stated "clinical
supervision is a process, a distinctive style of relating to
teachers ... the clinical supervisor's mind, emotions, and
actions must work together to achieve the primary goal of
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clinical supervision: the professional development of the
preservice or inservice teacher". A major emphasis in the

conferencing aspect of clinical supervision is the
nonjudgemental focus.

There must be no attempt to

'evaluate' the lesson, or the teacher's effectiveness or
style.

The purpose is to exchange interpretations.

Due to

differing values and beliefs, opinions may vary as to what
constitutes teacher behaviour requiring adjustment.

Each

person has the right and opportunity to challenge the
other's interpretation of observed teacher behaviours.

The supervision of teachers, and criticism of teacher

effectiveness has been an inherent feature of education.
However, most of the early criticism was managerial in
style, rather than the humanist, democratic approach that
characterises clinical supervision (Anderson, cited in
Smyth, 1986b).

Teaching is a complex profession with

differing demands and requirements, so ongoing teacherlearning needs to take place.

Acheson and Gall (1987)

provided examples of teachers who benefited greatly from the
utilization of clinical supervision with experienced and
sympathetic supervisors.

These teachers were assisted to

overcome feelings of insecurity, inappropriate role
behaviours, low ratings on teacher effectiveness,
inappropriate lesson plans and verbal behaviours.

In each

case the supervisor's intervention was critical to the
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Cla's.sifica'tion Of problem behaViOUrS 1 and the eraqication or
Modification of those behaviours.

Clinical SUpervision· is

also used for the reinforcement of positive behaviours arid
teaching strengths, and is a powerful tool for the viewin'g
and analysis of broader educational and social issues such
as equity, gender, class and race.

The Smyth (1984) model of clinical supervision is
cyclical, in four stages, which are quite distinct and
purposeful, with conferencing as the centrepiece.
Conferencing occurs both before and after the teaching of a
lesson. Figure 1 demonstrates the relationship of each stage
to the next.

Stage 1

Preobservation
conference
Stage 4
Postobservation
conference

Stage 2
Observation

Stage 3
Analysis

Figure

1:

The Clinical Supervision Cycle (adapted from

Smyth, 1984, p. 7)
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Th9

four

stages of clinical supervisio·n its

6Uti-in9Cf

above are:

1. Preobservation conference.
The preobservation conference allows an
opportunity for the discussion and establishment
of specific goals and objectives for the lesson.
The teacher and colleague discuss why a particular

lesson is to be taught and how the objectives will
be achieved.

The preobservation conference

allows for not only the establishment of a
meaningful dialogue and a rapport between the
supervisor and teacher, but also the defining of
the target observable behaviours.

This conference

will also establish the method which will be used
by the observer. This may be observation schedules

or checklists, diagrams or interaction patterns,
verbatim notes of conversations, or mechanical
means such as recording or videotaping.

2. Observation
During the observation stage, the decisions made
in the previous stage are acted upon.

The teacher

aims to deliver the lesson according to the plan
and objectives decided upon, and the supervisor
unObtrusively observes the lesson, collecting the
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re'quired data utilizing the observcltio'n

nu3~h'od

as agreed.

3. Analysis
In this stage, the results of the previous sta·ge
are analysed, and made meaningful.

If an

observation instrument has been used, the data
will be coded and analysed.

Videotapes

may be viewed and points noted.

Then both the

teacher and supervisor try to uncover patterns,
or attach significance to the flow of behaviour
found in the raw data.

The supervisor-observer is

able to contribute a different perspective to that
of the teacher's, allowing an appreciation to be
gained by the teacher in a situation where it
might be difficult to maintain distance in
perspective.

4. Postobservation conference
Having made sense of the raw data by establishing
patterns or tabulating data, the teacher and
supervisor meet to discuss the results, which
allows the drawing of conclusions, the
establishment of inferences, and a plan of future
action to be determined.

This involves an

assessment of the original objectives of the
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situation, and the evaluatio'n of whether those
obj-e"ctives have been met.

However, an e!f:fo::tt

should be made to avoid being judgemental about
the observed teaching.

Rather, questioning

to encourage consideration and decision-making
about alternate possibilities of behaviour in future
lessons is more appropriate.

It is important that the

cooperating individuals suggest behavioural adaptations
that they feel comfortable about and can anticipate
initiating with success, considering their own
environmental factors.

Once questions are asked about

what might happen in a future lesson, clinical
supervision has been full-cycle.

Essentially, a

preobservation conference has been reached and
objectives for the next stage may be established from
the inferences drawn in the postobservation
conference.

The cycle is thus in actuality a spiral,

with the process being an ongoing rather than a
terminating one.

Some problems with clinical supervision have been
identified:

First, clinical supervision has often been imposed on
teachers as a process that is

11

good 11 for them.

This form of

interaction is a waste of everyone's time when conducted
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iikely to result if the subject is de·feilsive arid

~o~~ ~'ri·t

w·ant to cha'nge.

Secondly, clear objectives for the process need to be
established for the system to be of benefit. The "why" is as
important as the

11

how 11 (Acheson

&

Gall, 1987; Smyth, 1986a).

Thirdly, with the current time constraints for
teachers, the recruitment of a suitable colleague to act as
a supervisor is likely to be difficult.

The conferencing

required makes the process a lengthy and time-consuming
exercise (Acheson & Gall, 1980; Smyth, 1986b).

Fourthly, collaboration means working together
effectively and any breakdown of the rapport, including a
feeling of subservience (a natural reaction to being the
learner instead of the teacher) impedes the teamwork.

Finally, the formal meetings required for conferencing
may develop a negative atmosphere, and are sometimes viewed
as time-wasting events where nothing productive is achieved.

Each of these problems is surmountable.

With good

planning and a cooperative attitude, and utilizing effective
communication skills between the participating individuals,

--.
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it is pOssible to overcome any of the difficulties cit~.
Mutually agi:'eed upon and clearly defined objec.tives· alloW

for a productive process to occur.

Additionally, support

material is available, for example training manuals and a
video kit have been prepared to assist those interested in

the process to achieve the best results (Mireau 198Sa,

1985b, 1986}.

As the emphasis of the manual is on

continuous professional development for teachers,
suggestions and procedures for this development are
presented to guide teachers.

The kit has a strong emphasis

on conferencing (the area that is potentially the most
troublesome), including techniques, suggestions and
benefits.

As conferencing is a major technique of clinical

supervision this manual is invaluable for those teachers
involved in the Clinical supervision process.

The productivity of intervention on teacher behaviour
can only be measured if a baseline measurement is first
taken.

Logically, it is difficult to evaluate the outcomes

of intervention objectives if one is unsure that
intervention is the only variable.

Hence, a baseline

measurement prior to intervention is necessary for the
evaluation of the intervention process.

The researcher can

assume, that if there is a change in behaviour after
intervention, when compared to baseline (preintervention)
meas·ures, it is probable that intervention was responsible
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for the change (Tawney & Gast, 1984).

in physical edUcation

A number of studies

have been documented that establish

the effectiveness of intervention in bringing about
measurable change in teacher behaviour (Luke, 1989).

The success of intervention, as a method capable of

producing statistically significant change in teacher
behaviour, is well documented.

There have been a number of

studies conducted at the preservice level of teacher

training which have successfully utilized intervention and
systematic observation as a basic training model.

These

studies were conducted, using control and intervention
groups, to determine the impact of using systematic
supervisory feedback on teacher behaviours and interaction
patterns of preservice physical education teachers.

The

results also provided data on the effects of such feedback
on the trainees' attitudes towards teaching, the degree to
which they exhibited behaviours indicative of effective
teaching, and their awareness of their own teaching
behaviours (DeVoe, 1990; Getty, 1977; Grecic, Mancini, &
Wuest, 1984;

Hendrickson, Mancini, Morris & Fisher, 1976;

Inturrisi, Mancini & Frye, 1979; Mancini, Frye & Quinn,
1982;

Mancini, Morris & Getty, 1979; Mancini, Wuest & van

der Mars, 1985; Randall & Imwold, 1989; Rochester, Mancini &
Morris, 1977; van der Mars, Mancini & Frye 1981; Vogel,
1976).

CHAP!rER

3

ME!rHODOLOGY

This descriptive analytical study investigates the
identification of gender inequitable teacher-student
interactions and the effect of nonjudgernental feedback on
those interactions.

The identification and feedback process

utilizes an observation instrument and a clinical
supervision model, in addition to the experimental method.

This chapter is divided into 10 subsections, which
describe subjects and settings, clinical supervision and
conferencing techniques, the observation instrument used in
the study, modifiCations to the instrument, instrument
reliability and validity, data collection methods, and use
of the video camera.

Field and anecdotal notes are also

discussed, ethical issues considered, and problems
encountered during recording and coding observations noted.

The research used a sample of 16 teachers, eight males
and eight females, who were divided into intervention and
control groups.

The lessons of the control group were coded

utilizing the Sex Role Dependent/Independent Teacher
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Behavio·u·r observB.tion System to provide data fc:ir comparisa:n
with the intervention group, btit conferencing did n6t take
place.

Conferencing with the intervention group followed

the Smyth (1984) four stage model of clinical supervision
using the data collected from the observation instrument to
guide discussion in teacher consultations.

The differences

between the results of these two groups were analysed for
statistical significance to ascertain the effects of
intervention by means of nonjudgemental feedback on teacher
behaviours.

Subjects and settings

Utilizing a list of schools obtained from the Joondalup
and Scarborough District Education Offices of the Education
Department of Western Australia, state primary schools in
the northern suburbs of the Perth metropolitan area were
contacted to recruit sufficient numbers of Years 4 and 5
teachers.

Sc~ools

were selected on the basis that there was

no physical education specialist placed at the school, and
the physical education programmes within the school were the
responsibility of the classroom teachers.

Each selected

school had a coeducational physical education programme.
The selected schools drew students from a wide range of
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·s~crO·.:..economic ba_ckgroUnds thus having a· diversified stud9rit

population.

Initial contact was m. .de by the researcher through the

Principal.

Subsequent official approval to conduct research

in the school was requested through the Education
Department of Western Australia.

Following official

approval and the Principal's agreement to participate in the
study, the teachers were contacted and their willingness to
participate established.

Class timetables and types of

lessons, class sizes, and teaching areas for physical
education were ascertained.

A total of 16 teachers were

contacted, eight males and eight females, and agreement
obtained for their participation in the study.

Four females

and four males were used as the intervention group, the
other four males and four females made up the control group.
Each teacher was observed on four occasions, a total of 64
lessons.

Only Years 4 and 5 were included in the study and

comprised the normal coeducational classes taught by the
classroom teacher.

Each teacher was provided with standardized physical
education programmes, incorporating sports that were
nongender specific, that is, basketball, sofcrosse, hockey
and tennis.

These sports were taken from the South

Australian Daily Physical Education and Aussie Sports

.

'
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Programmes, which are used in the majority of schools in
Western Australia.

This was arranged in order to

standardize lesson plans, and eliminate activities
unsuitable for observation, for example cross-country
running.

The chosen activities were also suitable for

analysis with an observation instrument and would ensure
sufficient data while avoiding gender specific activities,
for example football and netball.

Such activities may

artificially affect teacher interactions by increasing
interactions with a specific sex.

Each teacher conducted the physical education lesson
with the class to which she or he was normally assigned.

If

any of the participating teachers fell ill on an assigned
day, no recording took plar:e; the recording of a temporary
teacher was not considered to be appropriate.

Classes were conducted in the typical school
environment using equipment available at the school.
Observations were conducted on the school oval, basketball
courts, netball courts, and the undercover area.

These were

all areas normally used for physical education lessons.

Observations were conducted during the fourth term of
the school year.

The teachers had established set routines

and rules for physical education with the students and had
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well established programmes.

Observations were unB.ble to be

scheduled in third term due to the preparations for
athletics carnivals by all schools in the area.

Clinical supervision and conferencing techniques

In the Smyth (1984) four stage model of clinical
supervision the preobservation conference allows the
researcher and the teacher to discuss what is to occur in
the lesson to be observed.

The aim is to uncover the

teacher's intentions for the lesson and see how these are
expected to be translated into practice.

In this

application of clinical supervision, it is the teacher who
defines the behaviour for which adaptation is desired.

However, as this study was specific to the area of
equitable interactions in physical education, this was not
possible.

Instead, the area of observation was determined

by providing the teacher with data obtained from the
observation instrument, which was specific to gender related
behaviours.

The teacher then made behaviour modifications

based on the data obtained.

Feedback was confined to

nonjudgernental collaboration at the postobservation
conference.

An effort was made to refrain from judgemental

comments or from offering advice, rather an effort was made
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to 'work over' the data for what it revealed, question.ing
whether similar or different teacher behaviours might be
used in future lessons.

Each teacher was observed on four occasions with the

same class which engaged in the same type of activity in
each lesson.

This procedure was adopted to obtain

observations which were representative of that class.

Two

lessons of the intervention group were observed initially to
obtain baseline data.
second lesson.

Conferencing was commenced after the

Subsequent observation sessions were

followed by the conferencing technique required in the
clinical supervision system.

The control group was observed

on four occasions, but received no conferencing and
intervention.

Description of the observation instrument

The Sex Role Dependent/Independent Teacher Behaviour
Observation System designed by Griffin (1980) was used as
the basis for this study.

At the time of its use it was the

only published instrument which gauged gender related
teacher behaviour in physical education.

The instrument is

divided into three main observation sections: class
organization; interaction; and language.

Each section and

. ,, . - ·-: ·,
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the categories within were carefully operationalised by the
researcher so that the observations were specific and
mutually exclusive.

The coding manual provides full details

with examples and is included as Appendix A.

The first section on class organization provides a
context for observing teacher sex role dependent/independent
behaviours.

The five successive categories within this

section are student participation patterns, class groupings,

class leaders, curriculum material used, and rule changes.
Each of these categories structures the data to provide
information about class organization by the teacher and the
effects of this organization on equitable male and female
student participation in class.

The data collected in the class organization section
were as follows:

i)

the number of active participation units by males
and females during each participation
observation period;

ii)

the number and composition (by gender) of student
participation groups within the class and whether
these groups were structured by the teacher or by
the students;
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iii) the number of females and males pictured or cited

in curriculum materials used in the class;

iv)

the number of males or females identified as
leaders in the class, and whether they were chosen
by

v)

the teacher or by the students; and

the number of rule changes in games initiated by
the teacher to alter female and male participation
patterns.

The interaction section provides information on the
frequency and kind of teacher interactions with male and

female students.

Seven of the categories are inherently

gender related, while nine of the interaction categories are
gender neutral.

The number of teacher behaviours within

each category directed to male and female students was
recorded in this section.

The specific categories are

listed as follows: instructs; praises successful student;

encourages unsuccessful student; criticises unsuccessful
student; points out student model/demonstrator;
control/discipline interaction; physical contact with a
student; informal interaction; management interaction; sex
role dependent comment; discourages poaching; sex role
independent comment; encourages poaching; discourages
student sex role dependent behaviour; encourages student sex
role dependent behaviour; discourages student sex role

·,.e• ·'','
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indeperident behaviour; and encourages student seX rOle
indepellden·t behaviour.

The language section is the final section of the
observational instrument.

It provides information on hoW a

teacher uses language that is either sex role dependent or
sex role independent.

The five categories in this section

consist of: use of pronouns; use of activity terms; calls

individual students; refers to males/females; and use of sex
role dependent names.

The number of times a teacher uses

this type of language was recorded within each category.

Modifications to the observation instrument

Within the instrument there are 22 teacher gender
related behaviour categories in the language and interaction
sections; 15 categories of teacher behaviour that are gender
neutral, and 7 categories of teacher behaviour that are
gender related.

Griffin (1980) found that these gender

related behaviours were very low frequency categories within
her observations, but as they were directly related to the
purpose of the instrument, she felt it was important that
they be recorded.
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Rate ( 1987) also found these categ'Ories infreqU.ent_ly
tabulated.

HOWever, she recognized their significanCe a:s

they were as-sociated with gender related behaviour, and
without them potentially significant data could be
overlooked.

She therefore suggested that a combining of the

gender dependent categories would be an advantage, as there
would be no subsequent loss of vital data, whilst the
instrument would be more manageable with the subsequent
reduction of categories.

The combining of categories could also occur within the
gender independent categories.

Rate (1987) recommended that

the following categories be omitted from the interaction
category: encourages student sex role dependent behaviour;
and discourages student sex role independent behaviour.

From the language category the deletions were: uses sex

role dependent name; and uses sex role dependent activity
terms.

In place of these categories would be the one

category within the interaction category: sex role dependent

comment.

In addition, the deletion of further categories within
the interaction category would be: discourages sex role

dependent behaviour; and encourages student sex role
independent behaviour.

Furthermore within the language
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categories the deletion would be: uses sex role indep-endfin·t

activity terms.

This would be replaced with the one

category in the interaction section: sex role independent

comment.

The modifications to the observation instrument
recommended by Griffin (1980) and Rate (1987) included the
removal of certain low-frequency categories.

The

exploratory study for this research (Owen, 1989) utilized
the modified instrument, with the category changes as
recommended by both of the earlier researchers.

The

categories eliminated from the instrument were in the
interaction category: encourages student sex role dependent

behaviour; discourages sex role independent behaviour;
discourages poach'ing; encourages poaching; discourages sex
role independent behaviour; encourages sex role independent
behaviour.

In the language section, uses sex role dependent

name and uses sex role dependent/independent activity terms
were also removed.

These revisions of the Sex Role Dependent/Independent
Teacher Behaviour Observation System designed by Griffin
(1980) resulted in a reduction in the total number of
categories.

However, an increase in the frequency of

observations within these categories occurred with no loss
of data.

These changes also simplified the researcher's
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task of locating categories, a·nd allowed the coding sheet to

be more easily discussed with the teacher observed.

McBride (1990) utilized the Sex Role
Dependent/Independent Teacher Behaviour Observation System
(Griffin 1980) in the modified form in his study Sex Role
Stereotyping Behaviours Among Elementary. Junior. and Senior
H~gh

School Physical Education Specialists.

Despite the

combining of categories, he reported no loss of essential
data.

Instrument reliability and validity

The validity of an instrument is the degree to which it
actually measures what it purports to measure.

Three means

of determining validity were possible for this instrument.
These were face, criterion and content validity.

Face

validity is accepting an instrument at face value.

It

entails deciding that the behaviour categories are logical
and accurate based on common sense knowledge.

Criterion

validity is determined by comparing the data collected by
another previously validated instrument designed to measure
the same phenomena with the data collected by the instrument
under construction.

Content validity can be established by

having a panel of expert judges rate the instrument's

'-:'.·.
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coUterit as accurately representing the class of behaViours
under investigation.

Griffin (1980) chose content validity as the
appropriate means of determining the validity of this
instrument.

Face validity was rejected because it was the

weakest indicator of the three.

Criterion validity was

rejected because this was an initial attempt to design an
instrument of this nature.

Consequently there were no

instruments available with which to check criterion
validity.

A panel of three experts in the area of sex

equity and physical education, Michael V. Hannigan, Carole
Johnson, and Dorothy McKnight, were identified.

They

reviewed the instrument in order to attest to the content
validity of the observation system.

In reviewing the instrument, each expert responded to
the following questions:
1.

Do the behaviours and content which the system
purports to describe really exist?

2.

Does the instrument detect and describe specific
behaviours?

3.

Are behaviour and content meaningfully described in
the instrument?

4.

Is the content of the instrument representative of
behaviours associated with sex role stereotyping
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and sex bias in physical education classes?
5.

Was a sensible method of test construction used?

6.

Is the rational or theoretical support underlying
the instrument clear?

7.

Is the behaviour the instrument purports to measure
consistent with the behaviour described in the
literature on sex role stereotyping and sex bias in
education?

All three experts attested to the content validity of
the instrument.

The instrument was used by the researcher in 1989 in a
trial exercise and was most successful in the measurement of
teacher-student interactions.

It identified all behaviours

necessary, and despite the collection of additional
anecdotal notes, no interactions were recorded which could
not be coded using the instrument.

The reliability of the instrument was determined using
an interceder agreement formula:

Agreement
X

Agreement + Disagreement

100

.·..·"·
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This formula is accepted and frequently used with
behaviour observation instruments.
trained three coders.

Griffin (1980) initially

Interceder agreement between each

coder trainee and the expert coder was obtained for the
total instrument, each section, and each category within
each section of the instrument.

Interceder agreement was

above the 90% criterion for the total instrument, class
organisation section and interaction section, but not for
the language section.

Interceder agreement for the

individual categories of the instrument were variable.

The

class organisation and interaction sections generally had a
90% agreement rate for each of their categories.

The

categories within the language section were less acceptable
because of the lack of consistency in achieving 90%
agreement.

For the exploratory study (1989), the modified
instrument was retested for reliability by the Griffin
( 1980) method·.

Three coders were trained in the use of the

instrtooent by practising techniques in videotape analysis.
Interceder agreement was calculated using the same formula
as that used by Griffin (1980).

Interceder agreement was

established at 90% and above in all categories of the
instrument.

Additionally a reliability check was taken

during data collection in the 1989 study and was found to be
constant, above the 90% level.

A similar check using this
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method of reliability testing was made to ensure intracoder
agreement for each of the three coders.

Each coder was

tested as t0 his or her personal reliability using
videotaped lessons.

Reliability was established above the

90% level in all categories for all coders.

McBride (1990) reported a similar degree of instrument
and coder reliability in his use of the modified instrument.
He reported interobserver scores ranging from 90% to 94%

prior to and during the investigation.

Video recording during lessons also enhanced validity
and reliability of observations as it enabled each lesson to
be watched as many times as necessary to code all sections
of the instrument with accuracy.

This eliminated

misinterpretation in coding interactions into the wrong
category of the observation instrument.

Data collection

The Sex Role Dependent/Independent Teacher Behaviour
Observation System utilises the interval recording
technique.

This technique requires the researcher to record

the frequency of occurrence of each behaviour being observed
over a set period of time (interval).

As suggested by
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Griffin (1980), three minute intervals were used to record
teacher-student interactions, teacher language and all
categories in the class organisation section, with the main
focus being on teacher behaviour.

In each three minute interval, all teacher behaviour
occurrences were recorded.

A 30 second period during which

student participation was observed, was alternated with the
three minute intervals.

During the 30 second interval, the

focus was on the students, either group or whole class.

If

the 30 second observation interval fell during group
activity a single group was selected for observation.

This

selection was rotated, starting with the group closest to
the observer, with each 30 second interval.

This procedure

was followed for the entire class observation.

Each teacher was observed on four occasions.

The

intervention group of eight teachers was involved in one-toone conferencing interviews prior to observations, after the
second and third lessons.

A preobservation conference was held with each teacher
before observations commenced to discuss organization,
programming and lesson content.
baseline data.

These were analysed 1 and results were used

in a postobservation conference.

. ··:.: ', > _.' '

Lessons 1 and 2 provided

Nonjudgemental feedback
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was provided by the researcher, discussing the data obtained
from the observation instrument.

The discussion was

continued into a preobservation conference as interaction
pattern objectives were established for Lesson 3.

Lesson 3 was recorded and analysed and the results of
the data analysis made available to the teacher in the
postobservational conference.

Discussion and nonjudgemental

feedback ensued, allowing the preparation of interaction

pattern objectives for Lesson 4.

Lesson 4 was then observed, and the results obtained

from instrument coding.

The results were analysed in order

to ascertain the effectiveness of the intervention process.
The results were made available to the teacher in the
concluding postobservation conference.

The intervention

included discussion of results obtained by instrument
coding, and the implications, understandings and meanings it
might contain.

The control group of teachers was not

involved in conferencing, but was observed on four occasions
only.

These teachers were provided with the results of the

analysis after the study observations were completed.
comparison of data between the control and intervention
groups allowed the effectiveness of the intervention
provided to be measured and evaluated.

The
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All data were collected by the researcher and his field
assistant, one of the trained coders.

Each lesson was

recorded onto video tape using a VHS colour video camera,
mounted on a tripod.

The teacher's voice was recorded

directly onto the videotape by means of a small cordless
microphone.

The microphone was attached to the teacher's

shirt and the battery pack clipped to the teacher's belt or
placed in the teacher's pocket.

The researcher wore

headphones to ensure that the sound equipment was functional
and to assist the operator to direct the video camera in the
direction of the teacher's attention.

The field assistant

used a clipboard and notepad to record field observations,
student numbers, class organisation, and the division
between boys and girls.

She also collected anecdotal

records during the lesson, which provided back-up data to
supplement the video and audio-taping.

The researcher and his assistant arrived 30 minutes
before the

comrnenc·~ment

of the lesson to be observed, in

order to set up the equipment and make last minute checks
with the teacher about the location of the teaching station.
Prior to the lesson, the teacher to be observed was given
the small cordless microphone and battery pack in order to
attach these to his/her clothing.

The researcher and

assistant were positioned so they could observe the entire
teaching station without interfering with student
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participation.

The timing during lessons was crucial, with

student participation observations being conducted every
three minutes, for a 30 second interval.

Both the

researcher and the assistant utilised stop watches to
synchronise anecdotal records with the videotaped records.

During a 30 second interval the group nearust the
camera was taped specifically, for student participation
levels.

At the completion of each 30 second interval, the

camera was directed back to the teacher to continue
interaction and language observations.

Use of video camera

Griff.i.n ( 1980) used video taped lessons in her study,

but felt their use was not as effective as live
observations.

The problems she encountered were of a

technical nature: poor quality of vision due to inclement
weather; limited experience of researcher using this type of
equipment; and restrictions of field of view due to tl.e
nature of the equipment.

These problems were not

encountered by the researcher in this study, as the weather
in the area of research was not as extreme as that
experienced by Griffin, and the knowledge and use of video
equipment by thA researcher was extensive, therefore the
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quality and effectiveness of the video recording was at a
level commensurate with live observational recording.
Additionally, the exploratory study (Owen, 1989)
demonstrated the effectiveness of this method of data
collection.

An additional reason for using video recording during
lessons was to enhance validity and reliability of
observations.

Each lesson could be watched as many times as

necessary to code all sections of the instrument accurately.

Use of field and anecdotal records

Extensive field and anecdotal notes were recorded

during each lesson by the research assistant to complement
the quantitative data collected by the observational

instrument.

Rate (1987) acknowledged 1 that field and anecdotal
notes recorded during observations should be incorporated in
further studies using this observational instrument as a
supplement to the data, in order to provide a more complete
picture of interaction patterns.
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Therefore, these notes were recorded and used to
provide additional information which the observational
instrument or the video recording did not indicate.

These

notes provided supplementary information to assist with
identification of behaviours not easily categorised.

Additionally, notes were kept from the conferencing
interviews, to allow the recording of interaction pattern
objectives.

Anecdotal notes were also kept from the

interviews, as teacher reaction and opinion were valuable in
the evaluation of intervention.

Ethi1 .al issues and considerations

The Principal, schools and teachers observed during
this study have not been identified by name.

The analysis

of data did not compare or contrast individual teacher's
attitudes towards gender stereotyping and bias in her or his
teaching methods.

The differences between male and female

teachers' gender stereotyping were examined, as a group and
on an individual basis.

The content, skill level of teacher or students,
teaching standards, or lesson preparation were not evaluated
or reported on within this study.

The teachers were
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required to prepare the lessons provided by the researcher.
Special equipment was not required nor were they req·uired to

teach in an area not normally used for typical physical
education lessons.

The students were not required to wear

special clothing or identification tags.

~djustments

were

required to the classroom teacher's programme, as a
programme provided by the researcher was substituted.

The school administrators decided if there was a need
for special notes to parents or changes to the usual running
of the class being observed.

All interviews utilizing the

conferencing technique were confidential, and conducted in a
place where privacy was guaranteed.

Problems encountered during recording and coding
observations.

Some problems were encountered by the researcher during
observations, and related to the context, recording of
observations, equipment and observer effects.

Similar

problems were experienced by Rate (1987) and Owen (1989).

Problems in coding resulted from recording out of
doors.

ThP. speed and complexity of interactions in a
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physical education lesson affected data collection even
though all lessons were recorded on video tape.

On some

occasions the teacher positioned an activity too close to
the camera, which made it difficult to frame the whole class
within the field of view of the camera, making coding
difficult for those interactions not recorded by the video
camera.

However, this situation occurred only a few times

over the recording period.

The problem was overcome by

recording more extensive anecdotal notes.

Sometimes, teachers had several brief, but separate
interactions with many students in a variety of categories
within a time span of 20 to 30 seconds.

If the camera was

not directed toward the teacher and students concerned,
coding became more difficult.

Though each teacher had

his/her own individual style, the pattern of teacher
interaction with individual students was generally a matter
of a series of brief comments.

In a few seconds a teacher

may have quickly disciplined one student, instructed
another, praised a third, joked with a fourth, and made an
extraneous comment to a fifth.

This style provided on-going

challenges to the researcher in terms of constantly
rewinding the tape, stopping the timing, recording the
position at which coding stopped by number, and then
commencing timing and coding again at the correct point in
order to record all interactions accurately.

,',
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The coding process was further complicated by the
physical movement of the teacher and the students in the
class.

In a physical education class everyone is moving,

and the size of the teaching area may be as large as a 100
metre x 60 metre oval or two basketball courts.

This

necessitated the continual panning of the camera toward the
teacher and the students and the necessity to zoom the
camera in or out.

Although the researcher had a complete schedule of
activities and teachers for each day during the observation
period, there were occasional schedule changes due to other
classes waiting to use the same facilities, special events
such as unexpected excursions, weather, or illness on behalf
of the staff member.

These changes of schedule created some

problems, but appropriate changes were able to be made.

Because physical education lessons are generally
outdoor activities, adverse weather affected the scheduling
of lessons with little notice.

Some lessons had to be

postponed, but others were simply delayed or shifted to a
new location in an undercover area of the school with little
effect on the collection of data.

Additionally, wind caused some problems.

With a strong

wind blowing, the quality of the audio-recording was
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inevitably affected.

This was alleviated by adjusting

recording levels on the sound equipment or playback
equipment, or taking more extensive anecdotal records.

The

researcher also wore headphones to ensure the quality of the
audio recording and was therefore able to make adjustments
as necessary.

Boys were, for the most part, more conscious of the
camera than the girls, and performed by pulling faces,
jumping in the air or clowning with their friends.

The

girls on the other hand were either too shy or not overly
concerned by the camera or the observers.

As a result there

were few occasions when a girl behaved purely for the
benefit of the camera.

This sort of behaviour generally

only happened at the beginning of a lesson, but once the
lesson was underway the distraction of being recorded was
forgotten and full concentration on the activities of the
lesson was resumed.

Therefore the presence of the

researchers and equipment had minimal effect on the
behaviour of the children during lessons.

Both male and female teachers showed some nervousness
while teaching their lessons but this was in the most part,
during their first lesson.

Generally, the teachers were

well prepared and confident in their lessons and appeared
relatively unhindered by the microphone.
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Sbme teachers in their first lesson pointed out the
recordirig equipmerit to the children and told them that it
was not there to record student behaviour, rather it was the
teacher's behaviour that was significant.

They were told

not to let the observation process distract them and to
concentrate on the task at hand.

This generally had the

desired effect.

For the first two lessons, teachers in the control and
intervention groups were not briefed as to the objective of
the project in order to avoid a change from their normal
teaching styles and interaction patterns with students.
They were told that the researcher was interested in
observing all interactions.

No mention of gender equity was

made, thereby reducing the possibility of lesson
interactions being modified during the baseline
observations.

This caused some curiosity by teachers as to

the purpose of the study, but this was dispelled for control
group teachers at the conclusion of the observations with a
brief explanation as to the nature of the research.

The interaction group, on the other hand, was informed
as to the reason for the study before the third and fourth
lessons.

The teachers acknowledged that this information

had affected their responses.

One teacher said after
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conferencing that he was very aware of his interactions and
thought after choosing four boys for a student demOnstration
11

0h dear! That will affect the data 11 •

He also indicated

that because his interactions were to be analyzed he
probably said less than he ··normally might in order to stay

in the

11

Comfort zone 11 (as he expressed it). Clearly he found

the process a little inhibitory.
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CHAP~ER

DA~A

4

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF

RESUL~S

This chapter provides the analysis of data and a
summary and discussion of results.

In the third section the

results of teacher conferencing and their effectiveness are
discussed.

Finally, an analysis of field notes is described

and teachers' reactions at conferences explained.

Initially, all raw data for Lessons 1 and 2 were
grouped for male and female teachers in the control and
intervention groups to provide baseline data.
4 were grouped separately.

Lessons 3 and

Data totals for each category

and chi-squares were calculated to identify statistically
significant gender biased behaviours.

Examining the combined data of each group in each

lesson demonstrated that a number of categories contained
gender bias in terms of the measured interaction patterns.

The data were analyzed in all four lessons comparing
the control and intervention groups to determine if
intervention had produced behavioural change.
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For each group of teachers and each category a chisquare value was computed, based on observed and expected
frequencies.

A chi-square test was used because of its

versatility, and because it was considered to be the best
statistical test to determine the extent of any difference
between the observed and expected data in a category.

The

use of chi-square as a test of significance permits the
testing of several differences at the same time and makes no
assumption that the population distribution is normal.

Chi-square investigates if a relationship exists among
selected categories and determines if membership of one
category affects membership of another category.

If such a

relationship exists the categories are said to be contingent
on one another.

If the relationship does not exist the

categories are said to be independent of one another.

For

chi-square distributions which have more than one degree of
freedom, no more than 20% of the cells should have an
expected frequency less than five (Jongel)ng 1988).

All categories which were at the 0.05 level of
significance (p

<

.05) and below, were considered to be

statistically significant.

In this study, those categories

which did not fit this criterion were not considered to be
significant.

Similarly, all categories were determined to

be independent of one another.
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Data Analysis

Seven tables were prepared by collapsing the data
obtained across preselected categories.

The data were

combined on the basis of teacher, lesson number and control
and intervention group.

Certain categories can be considered problem areas from
the viewpoint of gender equitable interaction.

It is in

these categories that change may be expected if intervention
is effective.

Table 1 represents the combined data for the four
control group males for Lessons 1 to 4 and identifies the
statistically significant behaviours.

In considering Table 1, it is apparent that
statistically measurable biased interaction occurred six
times in the base-line lessons, that is Lessons 1 and 2, and
again six times in Lessons 3 and 4, suggesting that
consistency was obtained over the four lessons.

As a measure of the gender biased behaviour, the
statistics indicate that in some of the categories
interactions with boys were high.
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Table 1

Analysis of Interaction Behaviours of Teachers 1-4 for
Lessons 1-4 <Control Group Male Teachers)

Lessons

Categories
1/2

Total Participation
Group Participation
Leaders
curriculum Materials
Instruction
Management
Control/Discipline
Praises Successful Student
Physical Contact
Encourages Unsuccessful Student
Informal Talk
Criticizes Unsuccessful Student
Points Out Student Model
Sex Role Dependent Comment
Sex Role Independent Comment
use of Pronouns
Use of Student Names
Refers to Males/Females

3

4

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

* Boys' score significantly higher than girls' score (p<.OS)
# Girls' score significantly higher than boys' score (p<.OS)

as

That is, in Lessons 1 and 2 of the control group male
teachers, the categories of group participation,

instruction, management, control/disc ?line, criticizes
unsuccessful student and use of student names, demonstrate
large discrepancies in the gender biased interactions.

In the area of group participation, a category which
data are recorded by concentrating on the students, the boys
dominated the activity.

In the categories of instruction, management and

control discipline the interactions were more frequently
directed to the male students.

The category of criticizes

unsuccessful student demonstrated a similarly biased pattern
with the boys receiving a significantly higher proportion of
total teacher interactions.

These results are reflected in

the number of interactions directed at boys observed in the
category use of student names.

In Lesson 3, the control group males continued a strong
gender bias in three of the six categories identified in
Lessons 1 and 2.

Similarly the categories of instruction,

control/discipline, and use of student names again showed
strong male biases.
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The pattern was identical in Lesson 4 of the male
control group teachers with the same three categories
measured as statistically significant and all male

dominated.

They were instruction, control/discipline, and

use of student names.

Table 2 represents the combined data for the four
control group female teachers for Lessons 1 to 4 and
identifies the statistically significant categories.

This table shows that in Lessons 1 and 2 the same
categories were significantly different when analysing
gender equitable behaviours in the control group female

teachers as for the male teachers.

Statistically measurable

biased interactions occurred six times in the base-line
Lessons 1 and 2 and 12 times in Lessons 3 and 4, suggesting
that less consistency was obtained over the four lessons
with the female teachers than was observed in tho malo
teachers.

However, the female teachers of the control group
displayed a stronger positive nias towards boys in their
inter~ctlons

counterparts.

over the tour lessons, than did their malo
Only two of the 18 measured biased catuqorieu

were positively biased towards fomnloo.
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Table 2

~Analysis of Interaction ·Behaviours of Teachei:-s ·
ltessOns 1-4

s~a

-for

<Coritrol Group Female Teachers-)

"'

Categories

Lessons

1/2

·:tTotal Participation
fGroup Participation
Leaders
Curriculum Materials
Instruction
Management
Control/Discipline
Praises Successful Student
Physical Contact
Encourages Unsuccessful Student

3

#

*

*
*
*

4

*

*
*

*

*
*

rnfomal Talk
Criticizes Unsuccessful Student
Points Out Student Model
Sex Role Dependent Comment
Sex Role Independent Comment
Use of PronoUns
Use of Student Names
Refers to Males/Females

*

*

*

*

*
*

*

#

Boys' score significantly higher than girls' score (p<.OS)

# Girls' score significantly higher than boys' score (p<.OS)
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AS a meciEiizre bf the gender bia·sed behaviour; the
statiStiCs indicate that once again, in specific categories,
interactions with boys were high.

In Lessons 1 and 2 of the

control group female teacbers, the categories of group

participation, instruction, management,

control /dis'cipline,

criticizes unsuccessful students, and use of student names
were all measured as being biased towards the boys.

In Lesson 3, the categories of instruction,

control/discipline, praises successful student, criticizes
unsuccessful student, points out student model and use of
student names are all strongly biased towards the boys.

In Lesson 4, two categories were measured as biased
towards the girls, that of group participation and refers to

male/females.

The other statistically significant

categories were biased towards the boys: instruction,

management, control/discipline and use of student names.

Table 3 represents the combined data for the four
intervention group male teachers for Lessons 1 to 4 and
identifies the statistically significant categories.

A significant difference between the control group

teachers and the intervention group male teachers was
evident.

Statistically measurable biased interactioris
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Table 3

Ap,'cllysis of Interaction Behaviours of TeaCHers 9-.·12 for
Lessons 1-4

<intervention Group Male Teachers>

Categories

Lessons
1/2

Total Participation
Group Participation
Leaders
curriculum Materials
Instruction
Management
Control/Discipline
Praises Successful Student
Physical Contact
Encourages Unsuccessful Student
Informal Talk
Criticizes Unsuccessful Student
Points Out Student Model
Sex Role Dependent Comment
Sex Role Independent Comment
Use of PronoUns
Use of Student Names
Refers to Males/Females

3

4

#

*

*

*

*

#

* Boys' score significantly higher than girls' score (p<.OS)
# Girls' score significantly higher than boys' score (p<.OS)
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oC'c:ail:-ied ~hr9e finieS l.n the

base...:.l.tp_e

.

leSSons, th~t-_.:i'~~

.:no-nemea·Srfred a_s

tessop.S 1· arid 2 Etrid aga:in three times .in LesSdrl-, 3. ·.aild
at ali iD. r;·esson 4 I a total of s"ix Categories

biased in all, well belOw their control group counter,P.arts.

In Lessons 1 and 2 only three categories were

statistically significant, and one of the three, group
participation was gender biased towards girls.

However,

again control/discipline and use of student names were
biased towards the male students.

In the third lesson, three categories were
statistically significant.

Table 3 shows that these

categories were different from the previous lessons.

While

control/discipline and use of student names were heavily
weighted towards the boys, praises successful student was
significantly biased towards the girls.

Lesson 4 suggests that the male teachers (following the
second intervention interview) achieved a balance in their
interactions with the students.

Lesson 4 shows no

significant gender bias across any category.

They appear to

have identified their biased interaction patterns and
corrected them without overreacting.
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Table 4 re-presents the combined data for the fotir.
interv9Iit.iori group femciles for Lessons 1 tO 4 arid ide·ntifieS
the statistically significant categories.

Many of the same categories as previously identified
are problem areas in the analysis of gender equitable
behaviours in the intervention group of female teachers as
they were in the control group.

Statistically significant

biased interactions occurred five times in the base-line
lessons, that is, Lessons 1 and 2 and six times in Lessons 3
and 4.

Again, the female teachers of the intervention group
displayed a strong positive bias towards male students in
their interactions over the four lessons.

As a measure of the gender biased behaviour, the
statistics indicate that once again, in specific categories,
interactions with boys were high.

In Lessons 1 and 2 of the

intervention group female teachers, instruction, management,
control/discipline, criticizes unsuccessful student and use
of student name all favour the boys.

In Lesson 3, far fewer categories were noted as being·
significant.

However, control/discipline, criticizes
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Table 4

AnalySis of Intei:"acti.Ori BehavioUrs of. Teachers -13. 16 for
Lessons 1-4

(Intervention Group Female Teacheisl

Categories

Lessons
3

4

*
*

*

•

*

*

*

*

1/2

Total Participation
Group Participation
Leaders
curriculum Materials
InstrUction
Mimag·emeitt
Contro1/Discipline
Praises Successful Student
Physical Contact
En~ourages Unsuccessful Student
Informal Talk
CritiCiZes Unsuccessful Student
Points Out studerit Model
Sex Role Dependent. Comment
Sex Rq-le Indei'pendent Co'mment
Use Of Pi:"cinouns
Use of sbide'D.t Names
Re-fers to Males/Females

*

*

*

·*· Boys' score significantly higher than girls' score (p< .. OS)

# Girl_s' .score significantly higher than boys' score (p<.OS)

'-'..''

'::_-_;·.·--un-§::~b'i:~~sfU:L·/·s.'i·~cJ~n:~ . . arii:{---ti-~e ·of student n_azii~s- -we~e._:--·'
·.·' -._:
ritB:I·e-bi~Ei~a ~- ·_:
_·:
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Iil Lesson 4, -maliagentent, control/discipline arid- use of

student naines were male oriented in term·s of bias.

Table 5 provides a comparison of the interaction
patterns of the intervention and control groups for the
baseline data, Lessons 1 and 2.

If we initially ignore the

two group participation categories, as they measure student
interaction rather than teacher interaction, a similar
pattern of behaviour emerges.

The control group males and

females and the intervention group females demonstrate
statistically significant gendclr biased behaviour in fiVE"l of
the categories.

Table 5 demonstrates that the categories

affected by positively biased interactions towards boys are
identical, that is, instruction, management,

control/discipline, criticizes unsuccessful student, and use
of student names.

Table 5 also shows that the intervention group males
demonstrate only two categories in which the behaviour is
gender biased toward boys.

use of student names.

They are control/discipline and

The only female biased behaviour

occurred in the group participation category .

.--.. ·

"''·'.
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Table s

COmparison of Control and Intervention Group Interactions
for Lessons 1 and 2

Categories

Teacher Groupings
Control
Male
Female

Total Participation
Group Participation
Leaders
Curriculum Materials
Instruction
Management
Control/Discipline
Praises Successful Student
Physical Contact
Encourages Unsuccessful Student
Informal Talk
Criticizes Unsuccessful Student
Points Out Student Model
Sex Role Dependent Comment
Sex Role Independent comment
Use of Pronouns
Use of Student Names
Refers to Males/Females

•

•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Intervention
Male Female

#

•

•
•
•

•
•

•

* Boys' score significantly higher than girls' score (p<.OS)
# Girls' score significantly higher than boys' score (p<.OS)
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Both control groUp's are biased in favour of the ·bays in
the Cat·egorieS of grOup participation, instruction,

management, control discipline, criticizes unsuccessful
student and use of student names for Lessons 1 arid 2.

By comparison, Table 5 shows that for the intervention

group females in Lessons 1 and 2, the categories of

instruction, management, control/discipline, criticizes
unsuccessful student, and use of student names were all
biased towards male students, as they were for the control
group.

The male tear::hers, however, were biased towards boys

in two categories: control/discipline and use of student

names and biased towards girls in the category of group

participation.

Table 6 provides a similar comparison of the control
and intervention groups interactions for Lesson 3.

Following the first intervention interview at which
nonjudgernental feedback was provided, some differences in
the interaction patterns of the intervention group can be
seen when compared with the control group.

The total of

categories indicate some difference, in that nine categories
are measured as statistically significant for the control
group, compared to six categories for the intervention
group.
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Tab~e

6

Comparison bf Control and Iritervention Group Interactions
for Lesson 3

Categories

Teacher Groupings
Control
Male
Female

Total Participation
GroUp Participation
Leaders
Curriculum Materials
Instruction
Management
Control/Discipline
Praises Successful Student
Physical Contact
Encourages Unsuccessful Student
Informal Talk
Criticizes Unsuccessful Student
Points Out Student Model
Sex Role Dependent Colnment
Sex Role Independent Comment
Use of Pronouns
Use of Student Names
Refers to Males/Females

*

*

*

*

*
*

Intervention
Male Female

*

#

*
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Boys' score significantly higher than girls' score (p<.OS)

# Girls' score significantly higher than boys' score (p<.OS)
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In the control group, these categories are
significantly biased towards male students.

They are

instruction, control/discipline, praises successful student,

criticizes unsuccessful student, points out student model,
and

use of student names.

For the intervention group, control/discipline,

criticizes unsuccessful student and use of student names

(for the female teachers) are all male biased interaction
categories.

In this lesson the male teachers in the

intervention group displayed some female-biased behaviour in
the category of praises successful student, which suggests a
positive behaviour bias and only two

~ategories

of bias

towards male students, that is control/discipline and use of

student names.

In Table 7, the results of the second intervention
interview are manifest in a contrast of data of the control
and intervention groups in Lesson 4.
categories are

statistic~lly

A total of nine

significant for the control

group compared to three for the intervention group.

The male intervention group teachers failed to register
a single significant category, showing a lack of gender bias
in this lesson.

The female intervention group teachers

registered biased behaviour towards the boys in the

:.~
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Table 7

Comparison of Control and Intervention Group Interactions
for Lesson 4

Categories

Teacher Groupings
Control
Male
Female

Total Participation
Group Participation
Leaders
Curriculum Materials
Instruction
Management
Control/Discipline
Praises Successful Student
Physical Contact
Encourages Unsuccessful Student
Informal Talk
Criticizes Unsuccessful Student
Points Out Student Model
Sex Role Dependent Comment
Sex Role Independent comment
Use of Pronouns
Use of Student Names
Refers to Males/Females

Intervention
Male Female

#

*
*

*
*
*

*
*

*

*

*

#

* Boys' score significantly higher than girls' score (p<.OS)
# Girls' score significantly higher than boys' score (p<.OS)
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categof.fes of management, control/discipline, and use of

student names.

In contrast, all the control group teachers displayed
gender biased interaction patterns in the categories of
instruction, control/discipline, and use of student names.
The female control group teachers were also biased towards
male students in the additional category of management and

biased towards females, in the categories of group
participation and refers to males/females.

summary and discussion of results.

When examining the control group for the four lessons,
the data suggest there were many categories which were

gender biased towards the boys.

Interactions such as

instruction, control/discipline, and use of student names
were common to all teachers.

Other categories were

significantly biased for some of the teachers.

These were

group participation; management; criticizes unsuccessful
student and others, which were lower in frequency, but still
of concern, such as poi.nL.s out student model and refers to

males/females.
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Most interactions were biased, with only two categories

in the female teachers' data biased towards the girls.
These were group participation and refers to males/females
both occurring in Lesson 4.

In the intervention group, less categories overall were
significantly biased tow,'J.rds the boys.

The categories of

control discipline, and use of student names were common to
all lessons.

Other categori8s indicated significant bias

towards the boys such as inst.ruction, management and

criticizes unsuccessful student.

There were only two

categories which were significantly biased towards the
girls.

These were praises successful student and group

participation, both evidenced in interactions with male
teachers.

The male intervention group was significant for the
change they made in interaction patterns in their fourth
lesson.

The data showed no significantly gender biased

categories at all.

This indicated they were able to adjust

biased interaction patterns in Lesson 3, in that their
interactions had swung to be biased towards the girls in the
category of praises successful student.

As they suggested,

this may have been an over-reaction from examining their
biased data at the first conference session.

They stated

that there was a level of shock finding their patterns to be

... ·-
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ii:te'qu:itclb'Ie a~d fiie tendency to compensate· Wa:s irre·siStibr'e.

-Attel:

tite<ir Seco'rid coriference, they were able to ba.iaride

their patterns of behaviour, so that there Was no evidence
of biased interactions.

The female teachers of the intervention group were not
as successful.

Despite the same personally expressed

reactions to their data, they were unable to completely

eliminate biased interactions.

They were able to lower

their biased interactions from five categories in Lessons 1
and 2, to three categories in Lesson 3 and similarly in
Lesson 4.

However, the categories in which bias was still

evident were the categories that are in some way controlled
by student behaviour, that is, control/discipline and use of

student names.

Results of teacher conferencing

The second purpose of the study was to provide teachers
with data about their verbal interaction patterns by means
of nonjudgemental feedback following the adapted form of the
clinical supervision model.

Teachers were able to examine

their interactions recorded by the coding instrument during
c'?nferenc'ing.

This was achieved in a nonthreatening manner

. wit~- n(_)_ ._p_i~s·suie being applied by the researcher to afte·ct a
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change in the teacher's interaction patterns.

The teacliet

decided if any changes needed to occUr, and the way in which
suCh changes would be made.

The results of conferencing were beneficial, with
teachers expressing a positive view towards the process.
The teachers commented that they had not been previously
aware of inequity in their own interaction patterns, but
found the provision of tabulated data extremely useful.
Most felt it was important as educators

t~

give their female

students a greater share of their attention.

However, not all teachers felt this way.

Some felt

that content was more important when teaching than who
received the teacher's attention.

This reaction suggests

that conferencing was in fact nonjudgemental and did not
seek to persuade teachers to alter their patterns of
behaviour if they did not wish to do so.

The conferencing

method did however, benefit the male teachers of the study,
all commenting that they now enjoyed an increased awareness
of the problem and had been able to make immediate changes
in behaviour.

By the second conference they were managing

to eliminate biased interactions from their teaching.

Similarly, the female teachers expressed the vieW tii.3:t
-p:O~j:Uq'geme'iitcil cohfe-rEmcirlg waS extremeiy b_efrie·_ficial.

:Wt:dist· the·y· -·~tij~:Ye'd a h'Eiigiitened -a-wareli,ess of gender iS:s~e-s

by comp.:ii-lsori

i:e

their maie· pee I-s, they were appa:lle"ci- -~n~

a:hinri9d ·to discover their own gender bias.

They fciurid the

prOvision of objective statistical data invaluable iri
identi-fying areas of need.

They were keen to effect change,

but had some difficulty in eliminating their biases.

This

was not from a lack of application, but rather because the
students are part of the interaction equation and the boys
demanded the attention if it was limited.

This produced

biases in the control/discipline category and the use of

student names, as names are often used as a discipline
technique.

This appears to indicate that with sufficient effective
feedback and relevant supporting data, teachers were able to
change their interaction patterns in a positive way, which
lends support to the conferencing process and demonstrates
that it is beneficial to teachers and as a result to
students.

Therefore, the conferencing process appears to be

useful in the professional development of teachers.

It is

important to emphasize that the real benefit came cibout
because the feedback was unconditional and objective.

All

the teachers found the use of an observation instrument
removed any feeling of being "criticized 11 unfairly.

When

preserited with the statistics of the interaction patterns
they all reacted positively, some expressing chagrin, some
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Analysi·s Of field -iiotEis.

The statistical data were supplemented by written

comments which could not be coded into a particular category
by the observation instrument.

Examples of gender

dependent/independent teacher or student behaviour were
noted by the researcher and field assistant and recorded as
anecdotal comments and field notes.

During team sport, boys in mixed sex groups were more
aggressive and dominated the game.

Generally the boys

appeared more confident, demanding more of the activity and

achieving more individual turns.

In one lesson of basketball the boys engaged in much
hand-slapping,

11

high fives 11 , when placed together in a team.

No such reaction was observed from the girls.

The girls in

this lesson were no less skilled than the boys but they
tended to hang back.
aciiJres~iye

The boys on the other haild were more

in the game, fa:iled to pasS to others, or qnly to

-~Oys.~ a'nd
_.tended to nioribpolize the ball.
- -.. ,., '·

.J(;~_eii:- -Eo'· :a'd;.fiv9ly:
~ar:t~pipate
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'

·igfi~t~d -·'bY ·the ·boys

were in- a ·bet·ter

whO

Would not p·asS .to- ttie:(ii .eV_eii ,-tf.: ,~hey.-·

position on. the

cOUrt.

The

g.ifrii ·a# ··the

a·ther hand, When they did nla'nage to reCeive the

bali,

P~ss-~d

to either bo'ys or girls.

Boys tended to be patronizing in their comments to
girls, one saying "Nice try Kathy1 11 to a girl on his team.
In another lesson with the same group and the same activity,
the boys made derogatory comments about girls when they were
picked in their team, responding that "Girls are hopeless;
girls have no strength; they can't play basketball; they
can't help it, because they are girls 11 •

Additionally, the

male teacher tended to promote the male macho image which
may have fuelled the boys' comments.

He heard the comments

from the boys and ignored them and in his body language
appeared to approve, smiling slightly at the boys who had
made them.

During these basketball lessons, a boy who had his arm
in a sling still wanted t.o join in the lessons and had to be
told to sit out by the teacher.
consistently the nonparticipants.

In contrast, girls were
It was noted by the

observers that the male teacher of these basketball lessons
consistently gave more attention to the boys' groups or
mi.xed- sex groups and less attention to girls' groups.

This

.•.·,-
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IllilY_ :-h·a~e. Cdiit*±~t.tted to the apprehe!risiveriesS of ~he .gi~ls

when.· Pa_r:t±"dipB.ting

in games.

In moSt lessons it was also noted that when
instructions were given, and the children were seated aroUnd
the teacher, that the girls positioned themselves closest to
the teacher and listened to instructions.
however, sat

toward~

The boys,

the back, often not paying attention

and playing around with their mates, or performing for the
camera.

In a gymnastics lesson the girls were notably reluctant
and less adventurous when attempting activities.

The boys

often engaged in activities which were more daring with
blind disregard for their own safety, trying to do
somersaults and round-offs to show off to their mates.

The

only thing which restricted their level of activity was a
dispute as to whose turn it was.

The boys also tended to

misbehave more in these lessons when the teacher was not in
the immediate vicinity, resulting in less on-task behaviour
during the set activity.

When teachers chose children as demonstrators, the boys
were alWays keen to be chosen.

This was evidenced in a

t-e'lrii-s-lessori, especially by One boy who had been
.prof_kss~Oiial-~y coached and w_as a participant at s~c\te level

.,
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· c(?,riip9tif.i·O.ti.

expe:Cf. iS_e .tO'

The teaCher Chose this boy, \.iSirig·· hi'S
demOnstrate Skills, and ·expounding to .the Cliiss

that they cotild achieve this level of skill with much
practice and proper coaching.

In a sofcrosse lesson, a boy was chosen as a
dern?nstrator but a girl complained to the male teacher that
he always used boys,

~o

he then used her instead.

The boys

in another lesson involving basketball, were heard to say to
the teacher "Why a girl? Oh no, not a gir 1! 11 when she was
selected to demonstrate a skill.

This tended to set a

negative tone for the girls when participating in the
activities and could have contributed to them having less
confidence when participating in games where boys and girls
were in the same team.

In the selection of groups it was noticed that if the
student.B were asked to select their own groups they
invariably chose single sex groups.

Mixed groups were rare

unless specifically requested by the teacher, or if the
teacher selected the groups.

During a lesson of sofcrosse,

a comment was made by both the boys and the girls in one
group that they were disadvantaged because not as many boys
were in their group.

They were heard to say "If we had -more

bOys· in our group we could have won" thus perpetuat-ing the
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nOtion that boy~ are better at sports than _gir IS ~nd .w.e~e
needed in ·a--· group in order to win.

A teacher in a minkey lesson was recorded saying to the
class "The girls won! 11 1 with surprise in his voice,
suggesting that it is unusual for girls to do so well when
competing against boys.

This same teacher was also observed

saying to a boy in a partner activity involving a boy and a
girl,

11

Take her on" suggesting the boy should try harder in

order to beat the girl.

In fact at the end of the activity

the girl beat the boy with no comment from the teacher.

Generic, male oriented terms were often used by
teachers, such as

11

guys 11 to the whole class and even to

groups of girls.

Teachers used elite male community teams

such as the Wildcats for basketball or the Eagles football
team as examples.

These groups were mentioned as ideals to

emulate even though there are many female teams in this
state which could be used as examples.

Teachers also used terms such as
defence 11 and

11

11

batsman" ,

11

man-to-man

guard your man 11 instead of using more neutral

terms or rejecting gender role stereotypes.

Wheh making encouraging comments to girls, teachers
tended to be more patronizing, using such terms as

.. ··. ··'
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"sweetheart 11 or "darling".

When talking to boys if they

were not putting in enough effort or were being beaten by a
girl they were referred to ih feminine terms.

For example,

in a minkey lesson a boy considered to be not trying hard
enough received the comment,
effort he was putting in.

11

That's cute Ross" about the

In a netball lesson, a female

teacher was heard to say to a boy "Goodness me, Ross.
Just as well she is

Pushed out of the way by a woman!

pretty, isn't it? 11 thereby discouraging the girl from trying
harder, implying to the boy he is not very good at the skill
if a girl can beat him, and emphasizing the value of looks
over substance for a female.

Another teacher in a netball lesson said to a girl in a
group of six boys· "You're the only little flower in the
patch 11 , a somewhat depressing analogy if one is attempting
to be competitive.

A female teacher in a tennis lesson said

to a boy "Simon, I am going to get a dress for you
tomorrow".
11

The other children took up the call saying

You 'd look good in a dress" because he had chosen to work

with a group of girls.

By contrast, other teachers encouraged girls to make a
greater effort in activities.

After one girl had told the

class that rugby was her favourite sport the teacher said
"We should have rugby in school for sport".
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Another teacher .

. ·... ·:

;·-'

in. a_ -g~e of rouilde~s made the comment to the Whole .class
that "-It is good to see that both boys aiid girls Wefe
hitting Well today 11 thus giving all childien positive
fr~edback

regardless of gender.

In fact in this class it was

noted that during the lessons the girls with good skill
levels were very enthusiastic in their participation ievels
and called out encouragement to both boys and girls to do
well and try their

~est.

Some teachers were obviously very conscious of using
nongender biased curriculum materials in the examples they
presented to the children.

On one occasion a teacher gave

the example of netball as a game in which to excel and
participate.

While lesson content was not evaluated as part of the
research it was noted that the warm-up activities used
seemed to set the standard for the lesson.
consisted of a run around the oval.

Many warm-ups

On such occasions, the

girls expressed displeasure with this activity, taking an
extended period of time to return to the teaching area.
This disinterest in the warm-up activity tended to continue
throughout the lesson.

However, in lessons where teachers

utilized inventive warm-up activities using simple
competitive games such as tag games, the children were more
motivated and enthusiastic.

:.,'.:-

This enthusiasm and positive
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behaviour tended to encourage the giils to participate
-throughout the· lesson.

Some teachers' choice of activity during the skill
acquisition phase of the lesson dampened the less keen
students' enjoyment of the activities.

For example, in a

sofcrosse lesson, an activity was chosen in which very few
children were able to practise the skill repeatedly,
resulting in a general sense of boredom and restlessness.
Similarly, when umpiring a hockey game, another teacher was
overly strict when applying the rules before they were
totally understood by the children, resulting in the game
becoming very slow and stilted.

The girls in these lessons

lost interest very quickly or found ways to avoid taking
their turn in the activity.

Other teachers by contrast, chose to join in the
activity.
to

11

This engendered much enthusiasm by all children,

beat the teacher".

Some allowed extended periods of

time for skill practice to allow for maximum participation
and skill acquisition by all children and gave positive
feedback to all class groups.

In most informal interactions, teachers did not
indicate gender bias.

The exception was a male teacher, who

at the conclusion of his lesson, sent the girls off to have

,_ :··,'
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a drink and while they were away spoke to the boys.
them a

11

He gave

pep 11 talk stating that boys were better at this

skill than girls and they should help the girls to improve
their skills.

On examination of the videotaped skill

practice and careful observation, this comment was found to
be totally unwarranted, as the skill levels of both genders
were on a par.

This sort of comment reinforces the

stereotypic attitude that boys are better at sport than
girls and goes a long way to encouraging boys to belittle
girls' participation in sporting activities.

~eacher

reaction at conferences

Teachers were very positive when receiving feedback on
their interaction patterns.

The conferences were conducted

in a nonthreatening environment with no attempt being made
by the researcher to criticize the teachers' interactions or

persuade them to change their interaction patterns.

The

teachers were shown their data and differences in the
various categories were discussed.

They decided if their

interactions were inequitable or not and the decision to
change or not was left to their discretion.

At their conference some suggested they had difficulty
changing their interaction patterns, and think of the lesson
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content at the same time.

This- was especially so if they

were not familiar with the lesson content.

They felt they

were more conscious of giving girls more attention after
conferencing and said they should strive to be more
equitable, especially because boys receive so many more
interactions in the control/discipline category.

Some found it difficult remembering the various
categories which needed to be adjusted in the course of a
lesson, when there were so many other demands on their
attention.

Others felt it was difficult to change their

interactions even if they saw the need, because the boys
demanded so much of their attention as a result of
disruptive behaviour or attitude problems.

One teacher

stated that he had made a conscious effort to change his
interactions and give more constructive criticism to the
girls in order to improve their performance and skill

levels.

He had no trouble with the content of the lesson

1

and therefore found it easy to concentrate on making the
personal behavioural changes he desired.

After conferencing following Lesson 3, interactions of
the intervention group of male teachers were heavily
weighted towards the girls.

This would tend to suggest that

the style of the lesson shifted a little, the teacher
perhaps being more conscious of the quality of the lesson,
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encouraging the girls and phJsically assisting their skill
development.

The intervention group of female teachers could also be
considered outstanding and extremely dedicated teachers, and
individuals in the group expressed strong personal
commitments toward:--: gender-fair teaching practices.

All of

them were strong personalities, with excellent control
skills.

Despite this, they were unable to adjust their

interaction patterns to eliminate the bias, much to their
frustration.

The teachers reported that the conferences were very

beneficial in helping them to be more equitable in their
interaction patterns and were surprised to see the results
of their data, most feeling that they were not biased in
their interactions.

They were concerned that an inequity

did exist and felt the need to make an effort to rectify the
situation.

One male teacher, by contrast, felt that there was no
need to change his interaction patterns and give equal
attention to boys and girls.

He indicated that it was more

important to teach at the point of error regardless of
gender and if boys received more attention it was of no
consequence.

After conferencing, he was not conscious of
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givii:ig the girls more praise to any degree iii his lessoris,
and eXpressed that equity was not an objective in his lesso'n
but may have become a subconscious outcome.

He found the

feedback given at conferencing beneficial, as it
none-the-less made him more aware of his interactions, but
found it difficult to alter behaviour patterns.

The content

of the lesson was a priority and not who received attention
in the activities.

The anecdotal and field notes recorded during
observations have provided useful supplementary information,
complementing and supporting the quantitative data.

Similar

participation patterns were observable for boys and girls.
Girls participated in a more responsible manner, and those
with high skill levels demonstrated assertive behaviour.
Boys participated well, though there were many examples of
off-task behaviour and a lack of responsibility.

Skill levels varied in boys, though their reactions to
players who demonstrated a lower skill level was somewhat
different to the girls.

Girls tended to maintain peripheral

positions in games and activities, especially when their
skill level was inferior.

In addition, their hand-eye

coordination was generally similar to the boys in games
involving ball skills.

Girl~'

cohduct dUting group activities was less

disruptive thcin b'oys, providing less control and discipiine
problems .for the teacher.

It is possible that the similarity o·f participation
patterns observed could be attributable to the type of
activities, the semicompetitive nature of the activities and
the emphasis on maximum group participation which promotes
whole class involvement rather than highly competitive game
play.
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SUMMARY, DISCUSSION AND IMPLicA~IOHS OF ~HE S~UDY

The principal intention of this study was to examine if
gender role dependent and independent teacher behaviours
could be influenced by the provision of peer observation and
nonjudgernental feedback.

Gender stereotypic patterns of teacher behaviour were
analysed to indicate the extent to which equity of
participation and verbal interactions in primary school
physical education classes does occur.

Tlte second outcome was to provide teachers with
nonjudgemental feedback about their interaction patterns.
An adaptation of the clinical supervision system was
utilized to enable teachers to analyze their own interaction
patterns and identify areas of teacher behaviour that
required adjustment.

Sixteen Year 4/5 classroom teachers, eight males and
eight females were selected and divided evenly into two
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gr;Oups of eiglit, a contl:-ol group and a:n intervention groUp'.

The teachers were provided with standardized physical
education programmes.

For each group of teachers two lessons were recorded as
baseline data to show established behaviour patterns.

For

the rest of the study, the control group continued to be
recorded with no feedback being provided.

The intervention group was provided with the results of
analysis of their intervention, and nonjudgemental feedback

following their first and second lessons.

In the third

lesson, data were again analyzed and conferencing provided
feedback.

The fourth lesson provided a measurement of a

reinforced feedback system.

Significant differences in observed teacher
interactions with students established the continuance of
sex inequitable patterns of teacher-student behaviour.
results of intervention, however, suggested that with
feedback gender biased interaction patterns could be
reduced.
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DiscuSsiOn

The findings of this study support the findings of
Griffin (1980), Rate (1987) and owen (1989), indicating that
the integration of physical education lessons does not
eliminate gender inequity.

The teacher-student interaction

patterns of boys and girls, which occur within physical
education lessons, may disadvantage girls contributing to
lower skill levels and a negative attitude towards physical
education.

The results of this study of 16 teachers suggests that
boys were significantly favoured by the control group in the
interaction section categories of instruction, and
control/discipline.

The intervention group favoured the

boys in this section in the category of control/discipline.

There were other categories which were biased and which
occurred in both groups such as group participation,

management, and criticizes unsuccessful student.

Only two

categories showed bias towards the girls by female teachers
in the control group.

These were group participation and

refers to males/females.

In the intervention group, only

two categories were biased towards girls.

They were group

participation and praises successful student(in male
teachers) .
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Iri the language section a similar tendency was reco"rded

in the category, use df student names, by both the cont:i:ol
and intervention groups.

The control groups' behaviours were similar to the
behaviours identified in four previous studies (Solomon,
1977; Rate, 1987; Griffin, 1988; owen, 1989).

The intervention group teachers showed similar patterns
of behaviour to the control group, and while there was
limited success in eliminating bias (males completely,
females partially) further research needs to be undertaken
to examine if these changes are maintained in the long term.
Additional data are also needed to determine the effect this
type of teacher interaction has on the levels of girls'
confidence in skill performance and how this is related to
girls' participation patterns.

Observations and anecdotal evidence suggested that the
skill levels of girls were not discernibly inferior to that
of the boys.

However, the participation of girls was

undoubtedly affected in coeducational classes.

Girls were

reluctant to place themselves in positions of risk, either
personal or emotional.

Often the boys behaved aggressively

in the game situation, which the girls found most
intiinidating.

Additionally, the boy's team building

" .-· -- ·:· __ , . .-,., ---' ·-
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exercises (high-fives and hand and back slapping), excludirig
girls, intimidated the better female performers.

Mariy Of

the students sitting out of lessons were girls, and while
the majority of boys showed enthusiasm for the physical
tasks, the same could not be said of the girls.
commitment to the task was frequently lacking.

A real
The

researcher observed that female groups were more easily
distracted by outside influences.

Additionally, the peripheral female groups often wasted
time by standing chatting to their friends.

While working

however, the enthusiastic female groups stayed on-task to a
much greater degree than did the enthusiastic boys' groups.
The boys evidenced similar time-wasting behaviours but these
were more
groups.

11

clowning 11 and task related than were the girls'

What was interesting to observe was the teacher's

reaction to such time-wasting.

The anecdotal and field

notes suggested that the teacher often noted the female
group's inactivity and ignored it, whereas the male groups
were disciplined when off-task.

The male intervention group did, however, show
observable changes to their interaction patterns after
conferencing.

While all the teachers who volunteered for

the programme were dedicated and interested teachers with a
real concern to provide as equitable a ·learning environment
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aS possible, as individuals the male intervention groUp were
unusually sensitive to and aware of student needs.

All were

gentle men, softly spoken, yet very cori.trOlled and aware of

their educational environment and their responsibilities
within that atmosphere.
outstanding teacher.

Each could be considered an

This was reflected in the measurement

of their interaction behaviours.

It was interesting to note

that the bias in the group participation that was evident
towards the girls could indicate the girls' awareness of,
and response to, an unusually gender equitable educational
environment.

Following the conferencing, Lesson 3 interactions for
this group were heavily weighted towards the girls.

This

would tend to suggest that the style of the lesson shifted a
little, the teacher perhaps being more conscious of the
quality of the lesson, encouraging the girls and physically
assisting their skill development.

Lesson 4, levelled out

the overreaction, responding to the second conferencing
session, and the final data demonstrated interaction
patterns that were not significantly biased towards boys or
girls in any of the categories.

It was extremely

interesting to note the high degree of on-task behaviour
observed in the fourth lessons.

All groups remained on

task, achieving a considerable amount of skill development
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in- one lesson.

Discipline interaction was minimal, all·

students wotking efficiently.

This study has shown that change by means of
intervention can occur.

Tha comparison of the control and

intervention groups showed that observable changes did occur
as a result of the conferencing process.

The control group

showed significantly differential interaction towards the
boys in group participation, instruction, management,

control/discipline, praises successful student, criticizes
unsuccessful student, points out student model and use of
student names, that is, eight of the 18 categories of the
observation instrument (Tables 5,6,7).

The intervention group also displayed similar
interaction biases in five categories, instruction,

management, control/discipline, criticizes unsuccessful
student and use of student names.

These occurred in the

first two lessons before intervention (Table 5).

After the

first conference intervention, this group reduced the number
of categories which significantly favoured the boys to
three, control/discipline, criticizes unsuccessful student
and use of student names (Table 6).

one category in the

male teachers' data was biased towards the girls, praises

successful student (Table 6).

After the second conference,

the fourth lesson showed there were still three categories
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biased· towards the boys, management, control/discipline, and
use of student names (Table 7).

However, this occurred only

in the female teachers, the male teachers showing no

significantly differentiated categories.

This indicates that the teachers were able to effect

change in their verbal interaction behaviours after they had
received intervention by means of nonjudgemental feedback.
The female teachers were able to reduce the number of biased

categories from five to three, and the male teachers were
able to eliminate bias in all categories by the final

lesson.

The observation instrument used in this study provided
a sound basis for the observation of gender role related
teacher behaviour.

The addition of field notes added

richness and depth to the accuracy and frequency of data
recorded.

Student behaviours in coeducational physical

education lessons are complex and sometimes could not be
accurately recorded in the frequency data categories.
Additionally, teacher body language, while extensive and
highly communicative, was rarely coded and therefore, was
noted in the anecdotal records.

The use of a field

assistant, who recorded extensive anecdotal comments made by
both teachers and students, proved extremely effective.
This data supplemented the information collected by the
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· observa'tion instrument and the

videotape~

record.i,ngs, and

assisted with .identification of behaviours not easily
categorized when coding.

Implications of the study

This study has established that gender inequitable
behaviours in coeducational primary school physical
education lessons do exist.
stereotypical behaviours.

Teachers still display gender
The results confirm previous

research, which has shown that teachers interact with boys
significantly more often and more productively than they do
with girls.

The systematic teacher behaviour observation

instrument was able to identify these behaviours and provide
teachers with an effective means of monitoring teacherstudent interaction.

The behaviours were identified in both

the control and intervention groups.

As Acheson and Gall ( 1987, p. 3) stated

11

clinical

supervision is a process, a distinctive style of relating to
teachers.

The clinical supervisor's mind, emotions and

actions must work together to achieve the primary goal of
clinical supervision: the professional development of the
preservice and inservice teacher".

A major emphasis in the

conferencing aspect of clinical supervision is the
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nonjudgmental

focus~

There must be no attempt to 'evaluate'

the lesson, or the teacher's effectiveness or
purpose is to exchange

interpretations~

style~

Due to

The

ditfe~ing

values and beliefs, opinions may vary as to what constitutes
teacher behaviour requiring adjustment.

Each person has the

right and opportunity to challenge the other's
interpretation of observed teacher behaviours.

The supervision of teachers and criticism of teacher
effectiveness has been an inherent feature of education.
However, much of the continuing supervision is managerial in
style rather than the humanist, democratic approach that
characterizes clinical supervision (Anderson, cited in
Smyth, 1986b).

Teaching is a complex profession with

differing demands and requirements, so on-going teacherlearning needs to take place.

Acheson and Gall (1987)

provided examples of teachers who have benefited greatly
from the utilization of clinical supervision with
experienced and sympathetic supervisors.

These teachers

have overcome feelings of insecurity, inappropriate role
behaviours, low ratings on teacher effectiveness,
inappropriate lesson plans and verbal behaviours.

In each

case the supervisor's intervention was critical to the
classification of problem behaviours and the eradication of
those behaviours.

Clinical supervision is also used for the

reinforcement of positive behaviours and teaching strengths,
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and is a powerful tool for the viewing and analysis of
broader educational and social issues such as equity,
gender, class and race.

The current evaluation of teachers, as accomplished by
the Education Department of Western Australia, occurs only
with temporary staff, thus permanent staff are infrequently

provided with peer feedback as to their interactions.
Temporary staff are provided with feedback on both their
sufficiencies and deficiencies.

However of the panel of

assessors, only one is a peer evaluator, the others are
drawn from the management strata and it must be stressed

that their roles are evaluatory.

The situation is highly

stressful, both for the teacher and for the evaluators.
Re--employment will often depend on the assessment, and as a
result this is not the appropriate forum for the provision
of advice such as that utilized by the clinical supervision
model that has been so effective in producing behavioural
change.

Teachers when being evaluated tend to be defensive

and feel threatened and this is not the state of mind in
which behavioural adjustment is a real possibility.

Rather, any provision of peer assistance needs to occur
in an atmosphere which lacks the evaluatory tone and that
allows the provision of unconditional, objective feedback in
a supportive and nonjudgemental environment.
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one of the most interesting features of the
conferencing situation was the initial discovery of a lack
of awareness of gender inequality of the volunteer teachers.
In the large part, all felt confident in the equity of their
interactions and were surprised that a need still existed to
examine this issue.

It would appear that the topic of

gender bias has been discussed so regularly and possibly at
such length that the assumption is that it has been
eliminated as an issue.

When the objective behaviour instrument showed

statistically significant gender biased behaviours did
exist, the individuals concerned were somewhat taken aback.

This would indicate that continuing education is required.
The emphasis on this aspect of social justice cannot be
allowed to become "that old acorn".

The very real

commitment to social justice evidenced through the Education
Department's insistence on this being addressed continually,
may not be enough to eradicate inequitable behaviours.
Education in the form of professional development of
preserv.i.ce and inservice teachers is clearly still required
if the gender equity aspect of social justice is to be a
reality rather than an issue requiring lip-service.

Additionally the study identified the crucial effect of
behavioural change in male teachers.

When the male teachers

.•.:.·-
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were able to a'cbieVe equitable behavioural infeiacti'oil
patterns, equity was achieved.

However, the fema·le teachers

were unable to achieve a similar outcome.

The reaSo'n tha:t

the situation perpetuated gender inequitable behaviour,
despite the best of intentions of the teacher, is that the
students control one side of the interaction equation.

When

the students actually wish equity to occur, the teacher is
more able to provide an equitable learning environment.

In

this study, the male teachers having set a standard,
encouraged imitation in the male students.
true equity to occur.

This allowed

The female teachers on the other

hand, were unable to provide a gender role model for the
boys, and as a result were unable to achieve the same
equality in the interaction equation.

This indicates that a

real commitment to gender equity as a social justice issue
is crucial for the male members of staff.

Their examples as

role models cannot be overestimated.

One of the reasons that the female intervention group
teachers were unable to achieve the gender equitable
environment they desired was that control and discipline of
the boys tended to take considerable amounts of teacher
time.

Sarah, Scott and Spender (1988) suggested that, in

the school environment, boys demand the continuance of the
"male superiority" that is "normal" in the social
environment.

They stated that "when boys and girls are
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brO'ught to"getilel:-- the·re is n·ot a merger of t~o eqmll~Y
bcllancEid gi:Oup·s but a submersion of one, while thei' Otii~r Carlreniclin virtually unchanged 11 (p. 59).

Similarly Sarah (1988, p. 158) pointed out that boys
will enforce a control of the classroom environment through
disruptive behaviour, thus effectively highjacking the
lesson.

This occurred in the lessons observed.

It would

appear that the only way to resolve this issue is to sex
segregate the physical education class.

While this is a

controversial resolution it appears to be the only practical
solution to the problems of equal opportunity and equity.
The argument is always raised that the social impact of sex
segregation is negative but this raises the question of
negative for whom:?

As Sarah suggested

working well-for boys 11 (p. 159).

11

co-education is

one needs to question if it

is working for the whole class and as a social justice issue
this needs to be considered in the light of the findings of
this study.

Finally, while the results of this research are
heartening, in that behavioural change was clearly achieved
through the use of intervention by means of nonjudgemental
feedback, the study was unable to measure a long-term
outcome.

This raises the question of whether the

behaviour-al change would be maintained, or if in the stress

Of -the e'v9~da"y -t·eaChin9 Situation, behavioura1 Dlo~ifi.Cation
wa:s Sho.i-t tei:ni.

More research is Iieeded tO exaniine the

long-term effects of such assistance and how much assistance
is required.

Change may have been possible in all eight

teachers had intervention continued over an extended period
of time.

Additionally, it would be beneficial to investigate the
implications of a gender equitable physical education
environment on the enthusiasm and commitment of female
students.

When an equitable environment was achieved, the

anecdotal evidence suggested a strongly improved learning
environment.
reconunended.

Further investigation of this phenomenon is

SEX ROLE DEPENDENT /INDEPENDENT TI!:ACIII!:R BI!:BAVJ:OR

OBSI!:R~TION

SYSTEM

CODING MliNUAL

From Developing a Systematic Behavior Observation Instrument
to Identify sex Role Dependent and Sex Role Independent
Teacher Behavior in Physical Education Classes. Pat Griffin,
Doctoral Dissertation, University of Massachusetts, Amherst,
1980
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This obs.ervcltion instrument is designe·ct_

·to

ide-n:t1'f_y· . .'sex

·

role deiperident and sex role indePendent te.ache_r:- behaviOr- in
physical education classes.

Sex role deperi.dent beh-aviors are

actions or corrunents that expect, reinforce, or accept·

traditional sex role stereotypic behavior in males and
females.

Sex role independent behaviors are actions or

comments that reject or discourage sex role stereotypic
behavior for males and females.

This observation instrument is intended to be used as a
teacher training tool to :

Increase teacher awareness of sex role stereotyping in

1.

the classroom.
2.

Provide objective

information

to

teachers

about

their

sex role independent and sex role dependent behavior.
3.

Provide specific guidelines for self directed change in
sex role dependent and sex role independent behavior.

4.

Mr:asure changes in teacher sex role dependent and sex
role independent behavior.
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are ·ci'aSs organisation, interaction, and language·.

Class .o#g&Disatiori.

This section provides a context for

observing teacher sex role dependent/independent behaviors.
Student participation patterns, class groupings, class
leaders, curriculum materials used, and rule changes all
provide information about class structuring by the teacher and
the effects of this organisation on equitable male and female
student participation in class.

Interaction.

This section provides information on the

frequency and kind of teacher interactions with female and
male students.

Nine of the interaction categories in this

section are sex role neutral.

That is, they are only related

to sex role stereotyping if it becomes evident in observation
that the teacher interacts with differential frequency and in
differential ways with male and female students.
categories are inherently sex role related.

Seven of the

Whenever they

occur the teacher is either reinforcing or freeing students
from sex role stereotypic expectations.
Language.

This section provides information on how a teacher

uses language in the classroom that is either sex role
dependent or sex role independent.
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cta:ss _OrgaDi:Sa:tion
Section 1

1.

Participation.

Begin with the first teacher organized
student participation. For 30 second intervals every
three minutes during a class, count the number of active
participation units by boys and by girls in the class or
in a sub-group of the class. During this 30 seconds,
only student participation is coded. If the last 30
second interval is interrupted by the end of class, that
interval is not counted in the participation data.

A.

If the entire class is active in one game or

activity count the active participation units by
girls and boys in the game or activity during each
30 second interval.

B.

When several games or groups are active

independent of each other within the class, begin
the first 30 second observation with the group
nearest to the observers. On each successive 30second observation, record a new group moving in a
counter-clockwise direction. Repeat observation
of the first group when all groups have been
observed once and continue the cycle moving to new
groups in a counter-clockwise direction. Indicate
the group observed for each 30 seconds by
recording the group number from the group
category.

C.

If groups change during class, begin observations
again with the group nearest the observers and
proceed as before.
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ACtiv8 -ParticipatiOn .units

A.

For team games with a ball (baSketball,
volleyball, soccer, softball, frisbee ) count .the

number of times boys and girls play the ball
within the context of the game or attempt to
execute a game skill in a drill. If a game uses
more than one ball, code contacts with th~ ball
closest to the observers when the 30 second
observation interval begins.
Do not code:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Accidental contacts
Retrieving the ball
Returning a ball to
Tossing the ball to

with the ball.
from out of bounds.
the server.
a partner who is

5,

Slaps or uncontrolled contacts with the ball.

practising a skill.

2.

B.

For tennis or badminton doubles, count as in team
sports.

C.

For tennis for badminton singles, swimming, dance,
calisthenics, or warm up exercises, count the
number of males and females actively participating
in the activity during the 30 second observation.

D.

For gymnastics, circuit training, weight training,
fitness or other individual activities with
stations, count the number of females and males
actively participating at each station or piece of
equipment. Begin with the station nearest the
observers and move counter-clockwise for each
successive observation.

Groups. Note the number of participation groups organized
within the class. These may be games, practice, or d=ill
groups.
A.

Indicate whether each of these groups is sex
integrated or sex segregated.

B.

Indicate who st=uctured or chose the groups. If it
was the teacher, write "T" in the "structured by"
column. If it was the students, write "S" in this
space. If it is evident that the groups were
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chosen before class, ask the teacher after the
class ends who structured the groups.

C.

If groups change or are reorganized during class,
record the new groupings as separate groups. Ex.
When substitutions are made in a game.

D.

If possible, provide a brief description of how the
groups were formed in the space "structured by"
Ex.

Captains pick teams

Teacher chooses teams
E.

Indicate the group number being observed for each of

the 30 second participation observations in the
participation group column on the coding form.
3.

Leaders

A.

Count the number of males and females designated as
leaders in the class. Ex. Teacher assistants,

squad leaders, team captains, drill leaders, head
of a drill or practice line, calisthenic leaders,
recorders for grades, scores on tests.

4.

B.

Indicate whether the leaders were chosen by the
teacher (T) or students (S) in the space
"structured by" on the form.

c.

If possible, provide a brief description of how the
leaders were chosen. Ex. Students elect, students
volunteer.

Rule changes. Indicate the number of times the teacher
changes rules or restructures groups, practice,
procedures, or positions in a game with the explicit
purpose of equalizing female and male participation. The
teacher must state this purpose to the students or to the
observer.
Ex.

Requiring alternating passes to males and females.
Having a penalty for poaching.
Switching students playing high and low
interaction positions (infield and outfield) .
Temporary rule changes: boys must set up girls for
spikes.
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rnt&ract:i.On
Section 2
General Rules:

1.

1.

Only code interaction when the teacher is
in sight of the coders. For example,
teacher goes into the equipment room or
locker room.

2.

Do not code teacher interactions with
other teachers, student teachers or
student aides.

3.

Do not code unintelligible or inaudible
interactions.

Instruction
A.

The teacher gives information to an individual
student about skill execution, strategy, rules, or
equipment use. The teacher asks an individual
student about skill execution, strategy, rules, or
equipment use.

B.

When the teacher encourages a participating student.

c.

The teacher calling out student times or performance
scores are not coded.

D.

Do not code officiating calls made by the teacher.
If the teacher elaborates or explains the call to
an individual student, this should be coded.

Coding:

One for the entire instructional interaction.
If the teacher changes focus to speak to
another student, this ends the instructional
interaction. If the teacher then instructs
the first student again, code another
instructional interaction for that student. If
the teacher uses another category with the
same student, code this. If the teacher then
instructs the same student again, code another
instruction. Code each instructional
interaction to a male in the male column and
each instruction to a female in the female
column. If a student initiates the
instructional interaction, mark an "S" in the
appropriate column.

''

...

,.--
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ExamPles·:

Step into the ball, Susan.
John, you're guarding her too closely
before she dribbles.
Aim for backhand, Linda.
Tina, where should you be trying to place
the ball?

If you're tagged off the base, John,
you're out.
Sprint, Steve.
Come on, Mary, go, go, go.
2.

Management
The teacher speaks to an individual
student about class organisation, equipment set up,
directions for practice or playing a game, asks the score
of a game, asks about student performance or score, asks
about an injury that occurred in class, gives directions
to a student for safety.
Coding:

Examples:

3.

One for each interaction to an individual
student.
Record in the male or female column
accordingly.
Code "S" for student initiated interaction.
What's the score on court 3, Sue?
Has everyone played on your team, Mike?
You practise on court 5, Tom.
Ste~e, will you collect the balls please?
Eve, you belong in that drill line.
Go again, Kate, I didn't see you.
Here you go, Lisa.
(Tosses ball to
student) .
What was your time, Elaine?
Mike, don't jump off the top of the
bleachers, you might get hurt.

Controls/discipline. The teacher verbally warns,
threatens or controls a disruptive or inattentive
student. Cautions for safety are not control/discipline
interactions.
Coding:

Examples:

One for each control interaction with an
individual student. Record in male or female
column according to student addressed.
Cool it, Carl.
Steve, sit down and be quiet.
Gwen, stop talking please.
Art, wait your turn.
Do you want to sit out, Janet?
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Roll the ball, Mike, don't throw it.
Watch where you throw that!
4.

Praises successful student The teacher verbally
recognizes an individual student for successful execution
of a skill or for giving the correct answer to a question
or the teacher compares the student to an ideal model.
"OK" and "all right" are not coded unless it is clear
from the teacher's voice inflection that it is meant as
praise.

Coding:

Examples:

5.

One for each praise to an individual student.
Record in male or female column according to
the student addressed.
Nice shot, Shawn. Nice shot. {Code one)
Much better swing, Sue, you've got it.
All right, Mark!
That's it, Michelle.
Very good, Bob.
Look out Jimmy Connors. You've got it,
Steve.

Physical contact with student. The teacher touches an
individual s·:..udent. It may be informal or as part of
skill instruction, control, or management.
Coding:

One for each physical contact with an
individual student. Record in male or female
column according to the studertt touched. Code
"S" if the student initiates the physical
contact.
If a student touches the teacher and the
teacher returns the touch, code each.
Do not code if a teacher touches every student
(walks down a line of students and touches
each to indicate a team).

Examples:

Placing a hand over a student's hand to
direct the correct racket swing.
Placing a hand on a student's shoulder
when talking to her/him.
Physically restraining a student.
Directing a student to a position with a
hand on his/her back.
Fanny slaps, hair tousles, taps.
Checking an injury.
A student touches a teacher's arm to get
her/his attention.
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6.

Encourages unsuccessful student The teacher makes a
positive verbal response to an unsuccessful individual
student attempt at performing a skill or answering a
question. "OK" and "all right" are not coded.
Coding:

Examples.

7.

Nice try, Laurie.
You're getting closer, Steve.
You're beginning to get the hang of it,
Mike.
Almost, Sue, just a little higher.

Informal talk.
The teacher talks to an individual
student about topics unrelated to skill instruction or
other cla~s related content. Praises or instructs a
student about an activity unrelated to class. Greets a
student entering the teaching area. Do not code any
interactions about the microphone or observers.
Coding:

Examples:

8.

One for each encouragement to an individual
student. Record in the male or female column
according to the student addressed. Code 11 5"
if the student asks for teacher feedback.

One for each informal talk to an individual
student. Record in male or female column
according to the student addressed. Code "S"
if the student initiates the informal
interaction.
So, Fred, are the Sox going to take it
this year?
Have you been watching the Olympics?
New tennis shoes, Mary?
It is hot in the gym today, huh?
OK, Tom, we can get this point (teacher
playing)
You ranked in the top ten in your class
ranking Sue. Nice going.
Hi, Steve. How are you today?

Criticizes unsuccessful student.
The teacher verbally
expresses a negative response to an individual student
unsuccessful skill attempt. There is no instruction. It
may be teasing, joking, or sarcastic.
Coding:

One for each criticism to an individual
student. Record in the male or female column
according to the student addressed.
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Examples:

No, no, Steve, that's all wrong.
No, Alice, not like that.

That's the worst play I've seen all day.
Got a hole in that racket, John.
Graceful as a cow, Pat.
Tom, your time was about a day and a
half.

Give up while you're ahead, Sue.
9.

Points out student model (s) or demonstrator(s). The
teacher verbally singles out one or more individual

students as skill models or asks one or more students
to demonstrate or help demonstrate skills to the rest
of the class. This may be a positive or negative
model.
Coding:

Examples:

10.

One for each student singled out. Record in
the male or female column according to the
student{s) addressed.
If the students
volunteer to demonstrate, code 11 5 11 • If the
model is singled out because it is
unsuccessful or incorrect, code "U".

Watch Pam, her serve is terrific.
Mark, hit some half volleys with me so
the class can see some good ones.
Class, see how Joan swings. That's a
problem many of you have.
(Code "U")
Allen, will you come up and help me
demonstrate this?
Sue and Jean, will you show the class a
forward roll please? (Code 2)

Discourages poaching:
The teacher discourages or
prohibits one student from jumping into another student's
territory and attempting to make a play that was clearly
the 2nd student's play.
(Do not count opponents in a
game). The teacher stops students from excluding another
student from a rotation system ivolleyball). The teacher
stops a student from butting in front of another student
when taking turns.
Coding:

One for each discouragement to the poacher.
Record in the male or female column according
to the sex of the poacher. If the poachee
was a female, code "F". If the poachee was a
male, code "M". If a poach occurs and it is
clear that the teacher saw it, but did not
respond, code "0".
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Examples:

11.

John, that was Susan's ball.
(COde "F'')
May, Dave called that one.
(Code "M")
Tom, it's Ma'rie's turn to serve.
(Code "F")
Mike, Tanya hasn't been up yet.
(Code "F")
Don' t crowd her out, Dan.
(Code "F")

Encourages poaching. In response to a poach, the
teacher praises the poacher or criticizes the
poachee. This praise or criticism is not coded in
categories 4 or 8.
Coding:

Examples:

One for each encouragement to an individual
poacher. Record in the male o:.: fema.lP. column
according to the sex of the poacher. Record
"M'' or "F" according to the se:x of the
poachee.
Nice play, Mike (Mike knocks female teammate down to play her ball. Code "F")
Susan, if you can't catch it, back off
and let Steve get it.
(Code "F")
You have to be more aggressive, Martin.
{Code "M")

The following sex role related categories (Numbers 12-17)
may be directed to individual students or a group of
students. Both are coded.
12.

Sex role dependent comment.
A teacher comment that
expects, reinforces, or accepts sex role stereotypic
behavior in males and females. Teacher comment that
discourages or rejects male or female behavior that is
inconsistent with traditional sex role stereotypes.
Included in this category are the following:
1.
2.
3.

Behavior or performance is linked to sex.
Teacher teases a student with a sexual or
romantic connotation.
Teacher jokes about student to student physical
contact in the class.

Coding:

One for each comment. Code in the male or
female column according to what student the
comment was addressed to. If the comment was
made to the entire class or a group of
students, code "G".
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Examples:

13.

(After a boy and girl collide with each
other going for a ball) Hey, none of
that stuff in my class.
Mary Ann throws like a boy.
Hike, you lucky guy. All the beautiful
girls on your team.
May I have some strong boys to carry the
mats?
Harry, how come you're taking dance with
all the girls this six weeks?
(To the only boy in a game with girls)
Take it easy on these guys, Dan.

sex role independent comment. A teacher comment that
rejects or discourages sex role stereotypic behavior
for males and females. A teacher comment that
encourages, expects, or accepts male and female
behavior that is independent of sex role stereotypes.
coding:

One for each comment. Code
female column according to
addressed, If the comment
entire class or a group of

in the male or
the student
was made to the
students, code

"G".

Examples:

{male teacher) Yes, I love folk dancing.
I'm team teaching it with Ms Smith next
unit.

I hope some of you boys and girls will be
taking it.
I'd like three girls or boys to carry the
mats in.
All girls and boys taking wrestling come
to the main gym.
I've changed the name of this game from
Spiderman to Spiderperson because both
boys and girls are playing,
(Code "G")
14.

Discourages student sex role dependent behavior.
Teacher verbally expresses disapproval of or disagreement
with or directs a student to stop in response to a
student sex role dependent behavior. (Definition is the
same as described in category 12).
Coding:

-: ~ -' ,_. -..

One for each discouragement. Record in male or
female column according to the student
addressed. If the comment is addressed to the
whole class or a group of students record "G".
If there is a student sex role dependent
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behavior that the teacher clearly saw or -he"a'r:ct,
but does not respond to', co.de "·on'.

Examples:

(male stUdent to another ma'le student ~ho
is crying): John, if you're going to act
like a girl, get off the field.
Teacher:

Tom, anyone, boy or girl, who
gets hit and kn'ocked down that

hard might cry.
Student:

Why do the girls have to play?

Teacher:

John, the girls want to play as
much as you do.
Everyone will have a fair turn
to play.

Student:

Mark throws like a girl.

Teacher:

No, Jane, Mark throws like he
needs practice throwing. Lots

of girls throw well and lots of
boys don't.
Student:

This is a sissy game.

Teacher:

{no comment)

Code "0".

{To another student) Student:
faggot.

Teacher:
15.

(no comment)

You

Code "0".

Encourages student sex role dependent behavior. The
teacher agrees with, laughs at, or responds to the
student making the comment without responding to the
sex role dependent content of the comment.
Coding:

Examples:

One for each encouragement. Record
male or female column according to
student addressed. If the comment
addressed to the entire class or a
students, Code "G".

in the
the
is
group of

Student:

Why do the girls have to play?

Teacher:

Don't worry Steve, we'll have
an all boys game next week.

Student:

John throws like a girl.
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16.

sn~p

his· ·Wrist

Teacher:

Yes, he needs to
more.

student:

This is a sissy game.

Teacher:

Oh, come on Tom it's not that
bad.

student:

The girls can't serve it over
so we're serving for them.

Teacher:

OK, if they don't want to.

Discourages student sex role independent behavior.
The teacher teases, jokes about, or does not support a
student sex role independent behavior.
Coding:

One for each discouragement. Record in the
male or female column according to the student
addressed. If the comment is made to the
entire class or a group of students,
code "G".

Examples:

17.

Student:

Who is the third baseperson?

Teacher:

Third baseperson?

Student:

Why are the guys always
captain?

Teacher:

Uh oh, a women's libber in
class.

Come on Sue.

Encourages student sex role independent behavior.
The
teacher verbally accepts, reinforces, or seriously
acknowledges a student sex role independent comment.
Coding:

One for each encouragement. Record in the
male or female column according to the student
addressed. If the comment is addressed to the
entire class or a group of students, code "G".

Example:

-..

·: _-

Student:

I'm the third baseperson, not
the third base man.

Teacher:

You're right, Sue.
correcting me.

Thanks for

.
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Section 3
1.

Use of pronouns
A.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Used to address or refer to
male and female students in a group;
female students in a group;
the entire class;
a theoretical player or person.

Coding:

One for each time
manner.

11

guys" is used in this

Examples:

If you guys will take down the nets
please.
(To male and female students).
If the guy you're guarding •..
(theoretical player).
Mary, Sue, and Ann, you guys are on
team 3 (all females).

B.

Used to refer to a theoretical player
member of the class.

He/she.

Coding:

One each time "he/she" or "him/her" is used.

Examples:

Each class member may take as many shots
as he or she wishes.
When your opponent has a weak backhand,
hit it to his or her backhand.

c.

Used to refer to a theoretical player or
class member.

He/his.

Coding:

One each time the generic "he" or "him" is
used in this manner.
Each class member can take as many shots
as he likes.
If your opponent has a weak backhand,
hit it to his backhand.

Examples~

D.

She/her.

Coding:

Used to refer to a theoretical player
or class member.

One each time "she" or "her" is used in this
manner.

,h ·-

,,.-_
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Each class member can ta:ke,- as. n\a:Ii.y

S-hOtS

as she likes.
When your opponent has a weak back.hS.rict,
hit it to her backhand.
E.

Person.

Coding:

Examples:

2.

Used when refe~ring to a theoretical
player or class member.

One each time "people" or "person" is used
in this manner.
The person at the net
Hit the ball to the person on your right
You people be on team three.

Use of activity terms
A.

Sex role dependent.

The teacher uses activity or
sport terminology that includes the generic use of
"man" or assumes traditional sex role stereotypes.

Coding:

Examples

One for each activity term that is sex role
dependent.

Man to man defense
Guard your man
Girls push ups
Boys push ups
Third baseman
Spiderman

Third man
B.

Sex role independent.
The teacher uses activity
or sport terminology that is sex neutral or
rejects sex role stereotypes.

Coding:
Examples

3,

One for each activity term used that is sex
role independent.
Player to player defense
Guard your opponent
Knee push ups
Toe push ups
Third base or third baseperson
Third player
Spiderperson

Calls individual students. Since most teachers do call
students by first names, only exceptions to this are
coded.

A.

.Mi-.

B.

Miss-.

c.

Ms.

D.

Last name.

Coding:

4.

adC:i'resses or refers to. male student .
E£. Mr Jone·s or Mi Smith.
adctresS'e::i" or refers to- a female stUdent·;
EX' . Miss Jones or Miss Sinith .

addresses or refers to a female student.
Ex. Ms Jones or MS Smith.

Uses female or male student's last riame
only. Ex. Smith, get the nets down
please. Jones, you'ie on court 2.

One for each time an individual student is
addressed or referred to in one of the defiried
categories. When the teacher is calling-off a
list of students {for attendance, or teams, or
groups) do not code. Instead, indicate in the
space under "calls individual students" what
the list was and how students were called.
Ex. attendance--last names or teams--first
names.

Refers to females/males. The teacher addresses or
refers to one or more students in the following ways:
Calls male students:
boys, gentlemen, guys, or men
Calls female students:
girls, ladles, gals, or women.
Coding:

5.

One each time one of the names is used.
Record under the appropriate column.

Uses sex role dependent name.
The teacher calls a
student or group of students a name that accepts,
reinforces, or expects sex role stereotypic behavior or
rejects sex role independent behavior.
Coding:

Example:

One for each sex role dependent name used by
the teacher.
Write the name in the space after "uses sex
role dependent name"
Jon, Sue, stop talking. Code: 2
control/discipline (interaction}
Mike, nice try. Follow through more.
Code: 1 encourages unsuccessful student.
{interaction}; 1 instructs (interaction)
Look out Jimmy Connors. You've got it,
Steve. Code: 1 curriculum material
(male) (class organization); 1 praises
successful student (interaction); touches
student and talks to her/him.
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Coding Instructions
1.

Af--:riVe before the· class begins. Ncite i:he curricuium
material visible in the teaching station. GiVe the!
mici:ophone to the teacher. Set up observation in an
Uii_obtrllsive area to avoid inte·rfering with class
inStruction and to discourage teacher-obserVer or
student-observer interaction.

2.

Fill in the teacher's code number, activity being taught,
date of observation, grade level of students, obServer
name, and reliability observer name. Check to be sure
the receiver is picking up the teacher's voice. Get the
interval tape ready and put in the ear jacks.

3.

BEGIN CODING interactions and language as soon as the
teacher and at least one student from the class to be
observed are present in the teaching station. NOTE TIME
the observation begins on the coding form.

4.

Record the number of males and the number of females
dressed to participate in the class. Record the number
of non-participating females and males (NP) also.

5.

When the class begins teacher organized participation,
begin coding participation observations. Start the
interval tape and record 30 seconds of participation
observation. Repeat this process every three minutes.
When coding participation during the 30 second interval,
do not code language Qr interactions. The process of
observing 30 seconds of participation and three minutes
of language and interaction will alternate throughout the
observation session.

6.

Record the class groups {composition by sex) and who
chose these groups during language and interaction
observations. Record new groupings as they occur.

7.

Record class leaders during language and interaction
observations.

8.

Record rule changes during language and interaction
observation.

9.

END CODING when all students have left the teaching
station. NOTE TIME the observation ends on the coding
form.

Materials.

tape recorder, ear jacks, interval tape, spare
batteries, vega microphone, receiver, coding
forms, clipboard, pencils .
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